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I design engaging brand experiences and comprehensive identity systems 
for digital and traditional environments, translating core design principles 
into brand identity, retail, and campaign development.

Since 1996 I have been working with corporate and art-related clients, 
having the privilege of meeting highly creative people and working on 
diverse projects, such as identity design, brand activation, editorial, art 
direction, photography, video, and web design. 
 
 I aim to collaborate and work to build intelligent brands, reinvent company 
communications, and partner with my clients and collaborators to deliver 
results, tell compelling and meaningful stories, touch people’s hearts and 
promote a positive change.

I’m currently learning type design and mastering Figma, and soon planning 
to jump into motion design and 3D modeling. 

Services

Branding & identity 

Campaign development

Print & web design 

Iconography design

Illustration

Lettering

Photography 

Pattern design

Textile design

Packaging

Typesetted with Montagu Slab by Florian Karsten 

Industries

Home & lifestyle

Hospitality 

Health & wellness

Technology

Retail & fashion

Food & Entertainment

Publishing

Music

Services

My name  
is Claudia Sandoval.  
I’m an art director, 
illustrator, and 
photographer living  
in Brooklyn, NY.

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Montagu+Slab
https://fonts.floriankarsten.com
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Thanks to all agencies, design studios, and clients that are 
keeping me busy all these years: 

And with gratitude to all the fantastic colleagues, 
partners, and mentors that I have met all the way:

Chris Campbell, Mike Knaggs, Daniel Irizarry, Craig Stout, Wally Krantz, Meg Beckum, Ben Sherwood, Andres Nicolls, Darrin Crescenzi, 
Vas van Knoll, Mike Preston, Tom Lyon, Jemma Campbell, Alan Lum, Krista Oraa, Carlos Matias, Xander Vinogradov, Beca Lee, Van Rais, 
Ilan Beesen, Amelia Cheung, June Kim, Sam Becker, Lucia Matioli, Grace Chou, Robert Pietrzyk, Jeff Dawson, Arturo Ramirez, Dan Reid, 
Matthias Kaeding, Martie Martinez, Anthony Quigley, Tim Young, Melissa Jun, Michael Raisanen, Robert Rosenberg, Nanette Gutierrez, 
Miguel Rivera, Jessica Stanley, Jenny Mangan, Forest Young, Ronan Tiongson, Jason Brown, Jane Boynton, Nick Agin, Connor Fitzgerald, 
Chris Kline, Matias Correa, Donna Hadfield, Amanda Munilla, Darren Horwitz, Holmfridur Hardardottir, Jessica Sciorra, Crystal Cannici, 
Asli Leone, Kathy Keen, Steve Harkin, Sara Lopacki, Alexandra Keefe, Melissa Brown, Leila Mancuso, Kelly Friedel and Siri Sahamito.
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2021
Workplace
Learning Trends
Report
Learning Leads the Future of Work

2021 Working Learning Trends Report 8

Overview Trend 1 Trend 2 Trend 3 Trend 4 Trend 5 Trend 6 What’s next Methodology

Executive
summary

The fast-changing and unpredictable challenges of work may 
seem unsurmountable. But the learning behaviors of thousandsof 
international businesses on the Udemy for Business platform and 
a survey of over 500 global professionals offer a glimpse of the 
bright future that lies ahead.

In this report, you’ll learn: 

• Why your organization needs to think beyond job-related skills

• How your workforce can “crack the code” on collaboration

• Why data science isn’t just for data scientists anymore

• What skills will reshape software engineering and IT roles
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Goals of L&D programs  
in 2020

34% 44% 46% 62%

Overview Trend 1 Trend 2 Trend 3 Trend 4 Trend 5 Trend 6 What’s next Methodology

Increase  
job satisfaction

Improve  
employee engagement

Drive  
organizational growth

Close  
the skills gap

2021 Working Learning Trends Report 192021 Working Learning Trends Report 19

Workforces with  
strong data skills 
across all departments 
in an organization 
will benefit the most.

“”

Jose Portilla
Head of Data Science, Pierian Data Inc.
Udemy data science instructor
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Overview Trend 1 Trend 2 Trend 3 Trend 4 Trend 5 Trend 6 What’s next Methodology

Strong mental health and productivity skills have 
long been described as the essential traits of 
successful leadership. But studies have shown that 
they are crucial across your entire organization. 
The World Health Organization (WHO), for instance, 
reported that depression and anxiety disorders cost 
the global economy $1 trillion each year in lost 
productivity.

Fortunately, the topic of mental health and its effect 
on workplace productivity has been more frequently 
discussed in the last few years. And, based on the 
demand for these skills in 2020, it’s safe to say 
that employees are adamant about mastering their 
minds and taking control of their time.

Trend 1
Amidst 
uncertainty,
self-mastery is
a valued skill

2021 Working Learning Trends Report 24
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Overview Trend 1 Trend 2 Trend 3 Trend 4 Trend 5 Trend 6 What’s next Methodology

The state
of upskilling

2021 Working Learning Trends Report 5 2021 Working Learning Trends Report 10

2019 2020

14%
38%

Estimated % of workforce upskilled  
in 2019 vs. 2020Before the pandemic, 

upskilling was a priority 
for many organizations, 
but it’s clear that it has 
now become a business 
imperative. We see 
this exemplified in the 
results of our survey.

There’s a significant uptick in the percentage of the workforce 
being upskilled or reskilled compared to the previous year. 
This, according to the data, is driven mostly by a growing 
number of organizations recognizing the skills gap and their 
responsibility to fill it.

Overview Trend 1 Trend 2 Trend 3 Trend 4 Trend 5 Trend 6 What’s next Methodology
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Goals of L&D programs  
in 2020

Increase  
job satisfaction

Improve  
employee engagement

Drive  
organizational growth

Close  
the skills gap

34%

44%

46%

62%
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This is the  
state of  
upskilling  
in 2021

What the future looks  
like is up to you. 

Look for the Take action sections 
throughout this report for actionable 
advice and best practices to elevate 
your L&D programs and initiatives 
— and join a global community of 
learners actively shaping the state  
of upskilling for years to come.

Take action

Cultivating a culture of learning to upskill your 
employees makes good busines s sense. It’s 
simply too expensive for companies  to hire  
their way out of the skills gap.

How strong is your organization’s  
learning culture? 

Evaluate it with the Learning Culture Evaluation 
Workbook and discover the areas where your 
culture needs the most improvement.

Evaluate your workplace
learning culture

Overview Trend 1 Trend 2 Trend 3 Trend 4 Trend 5 Trend 6 What’s next Methodology
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Overview Trend 1 Trend 2 Trend 3 Trend 4 Trend 5 Trend 6 What’s next Methodology

What was once considered a taboo topic 
has become a major area of focus for 
organizations like Starbucks and Unilever, 
who prioritized the mental health of their 
workforce before the pandemic. And 
based on a 4-digit percentage increase 
inconsumption of anxiety management,  
stress management, and resilience skills  
on Udemy for Business, the trend is  
growing exponentially.

Mental health 
and wellness 
skills

Anxiety management

Resilience

Stress management 

Meditation 

Mindfulness

3,967%
1,296%
1,015%

886%
784%

Percentage growth compared from 2019 to 2020
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14%

38%
Estimated % of workforce upskilled in 2019 vs. 2020

2019

2020

Before the pandemic, 
upskilling was a priority for 
many organizations, but it’s 
clear that it has now become 
a business imperative. We see 
this exemplified in the results 
of our survey.

There’s a significant uptick in the percentage of the workforce being  
upskilled or reskilled compared to the previous year. This, according  
to the data, is driven mostly by a growing number of organizations 
recognizing the skills gap and their responsibility to fill it.
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To keep up with the pace of 
technology change, businesses 
can no longer take an ad hoc 
approachto building and 
reskilling talent from within.
A Skills Academy — built to address an
organization’s specific skills needs — blends the
ease of digital courses and just-in-time learning
with an organization’s overall business needs.

Skills Academy Workbook 33
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We’ve all experienced the world of work get flipped upside down without 
warning in 2020. While much of this year has been uncertain, one thing has 
become undoubtedly clear. 

The future of work many of us have been talking about is no longer an 
eventuality — it’s our current reality. Around the world and across industries, 
organizations are rethinking what work looks like in fundamental ways. And 
it’s on all of us — from senior executives to individual contributors — to 
provide meaningful solutions to navigate the days, months, and even
years ahead.

What does 2021 have in store? If we learned any lessons this past year, it’s 
that anything (and I truly mean anything) is possible. But as 20th-century
Japanese scholar Okakura Kakuzo said, “The art of life is a constant 
readjustment to our surroundings.” 

That’s what this year’s report is about: change and how to adjust to it.
Each trend highlights how workplace learning took shape around the globe 
and what it means for your organization in 2021. You’ll also discover why 
more upskilling and learning agility will be required to
keep pace with the “new normal.”

Shelley Osborne
VP of Learning, Udemy
Author of The Upskilling Imperative

Overview Trend 1 Trend 2 Trend 3 Trend 4 Trend 5 Trend 6 What’s next Methodology

Welcome to our 
annual report
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Overview Trend 1 Trend 2 Trend 3 Trend 4 Trend 5 Trend 6 What’s next Methodology

What does this 
mean for your 
organization?
“Learning and development extends far beyond 
vertical movement and technical skill development,” 
says Culture Amp Senior People Scientist Sahra 
Kaboli-Nejad. “This mindset is a fundamental shift 
to focusing on the whole employee, rather
than simply the technical skills related to their 
outputs or deliverables.” 

Organizations that prioritize the wellness of their 
people in 2021 will benefit tremendously, too. 
For every dollar spent on wellness programs, 
companies can expect their healthcare
costs to decrease by approximately $3.27.

But business outcomes aren’t the only reason 
for the increased demand for mental health and 
productivity skills. Today’s workers, who’ve spent 
their professional lives dealing with uncertainty, are 
taking a holistic approach to their careers and
consider self-mastery an essential skill.

Consumption of mindfulness courses in the Government  
& Nonprofit industry compared to 2019.

8,660%
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Goals of L&D programs  
in 2020

34% 44% 46% 62%

Increase  
job satisfaction

Improve  
employee engagement

Drive  
organizational growth

Close  
the skills gap

2021 Working Learning Trends Report 49

Personalized
learning paths
There’s no one-size-fits-all approach to 
learning in the workplace. Build on the 
insights gathered from pre-assessments 
by tailoring your Skills Academy to 
employees’ role and skill levels. Booz 
Allen Hamilton partnered with 10 internal 
subject matter experts when designing the 
company’s data science program. These 
experts provided guidance on the content 
employees should learn based on their 
skill level with the material as well as the 
role they were either already in or were
hoping to achieve with this new 
knowledge.

Since employees’ competency levels 
may be varied within the topic your 
Skills Academy covers, consider making 
standardized Foundational, Practitioner 
(or Professional), and Niche learning 
paths. Use the pre-assessments to route 
employees to the learning path with 
content tailored to their skills.

Build a multi-modal learning path by supplementing 
online courses with related articles from industry 
insiders, podcasts on related subject matter, and  
in-person activities like Lunch and Learns.

Multi-modal learning

Podcasts

Courses

In-person
activities

Blog 
articles

Virtual
discussions

Internal 
resources
& experts

Skills Academy Workbook 49
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Executive  
summary

The fast-changing and unpredictable  
challenges of work may seem unsurmountable. 
But the learning behaviors of thousandsof 
international businesses on the Udemy for 
Business platform and a survey of over 500 
global professionals offer a glimpse of the  
bright future that lies ahead.

In this report, you’ll learn: 

• Why your organization needs to think beyond job-related skills

• How your workforce can “crack the code” on collaboration

• Why data science isn’t just for data scientists anymore

• What skills will reshape software engineering and IT roles

Overview Trend 1 Trend 2 Trend 3 Trend 4 Trend 5 Trend 6 What’s next Methodology
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Train up your 
team with a
Skills Academy

Guide

What is a
Skills Academy?

7 components
of effective
Skills Academies

Redefining learning
to drive business
transformation

Skills Academy
Workbook

Skills Academy Workbook 31
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Workforces with  
strong data skills 
across all departments 
in an organization 
will benefit the most.

“”

Jose Portilla
Head of Data Science, Pierian Data Inc.
Udemy data science instructor
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Based on Udemy for 
Business customer 
best practices,
we’ve compiled  
7 components  
of building an
effective technical 
Skills Academy:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Whether your company is training for artificial
intelligence, data science, web development, or cloud
computing, these components will help build your
program’s foundation.

Identify business objectives

Establish participant goals

Skills mapping & assessments

Blended & social learning

Personalized learnings paths

Mentorship

Success measurements

Skills Academy Workbook
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Mental health and 
wellness skills
What was once considered a taboo topic has 
become a major area of focus for organizations  
like Starbucks and Unilever, who prioritized 
the mental health of their workforce before the 
pandemic. And based on a 4-digit percentage 
increase inconsumption of anxiety management, 
stress management, and resilience skills on Udemy 
for Business, the trend is growing exponentially.

Anxiety management

Resilience

Stress management 

Meditation 

Mindfulness

3,967%
1,296%
1,015%

886%
784%

Percentage growth compared from 2019 to 2020
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Skills mapping  
& assessments
Consider the business objectives at the heart of your 
Skills Academy through the following lenses:

Competency base 

Which skills does your 
organization considera 
foundational requirement  
for participants?

A Data Science Skills Academy 
might require SQL knowledge 
as a competency base for 
participants.

Practitioner skills 

Which competencies  
should experienced 
professionals hold? 

Data scrubbing may  
be a practitioner skill.

Niche skills 

To stay ahead of the 
competition, which  
niche skills should your 
company cultivate?

Creating machine learning 
algorithms to leverage customer 
data is a niche skill that will help 
the organization stand
apart from industry peers.

Don’t forget 

Soft skills like communication and change 
management to help participants grow their 
emotional intelligence during their training.

Tip 
Don’t try to take on too much in your
training academy. 

Focus on a set of key skills relevant to your 
business. For example, an AI Academy 
tailored to your retail business could focus 
on training for AI uses in retail such as 
using machine learning to better predict 
customer churn.

Skills Academy Workbook 41
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Empower your workforce today 
for the demands of tomorrow.

How is your organization skilling up your team for the future? 
After just 3 hours at Forward, you’ll feel inspired, supported, and brimming 

with ideas about how to unlock the potential of your teams.

Watch video

INSPIRATION. 
GROWTH. 
COMMUNITY.

Join us

October 30, 2021
9:00 am PST/5:00 pm BST

Discover the future of work with this FREE virtual 
learning event from Udemy Business.
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INSPIRATION. 
GROWTH. 
COMMUNITY.

Join us

October 30, 2021
9:00 am PST/5:00 pm BST

Discover the future of work with this FREE virtual 
learning event from Udemy Business.

Empower your workforce today 
for the demands of tomorrow.

How is your organization skilling up your team for the future? 
After just 3 hours at Forward, you’ll feel inspired, supported, and brimming 

with ideas about how to unlock the potential of your teams.

Discover learning trends
Get a sneak peek of the Udemy Business Learnings 
Trends Report before anyone else.

Learn about new o�erings
Find out what’s new and next with Udemy 
Business products.

Hear success stories
See how customers have partnered with Udemy Business to 
reach their goals—and learn how to apply that to your own 
organization.

Find inspiration and tap 
into the community
Walk away with actionable insights, a renewed sense 
of purpose as a learning leader, and a community you 
can count on.

Here’s what attendees had to say about 
last year’s Forward Conference

I was thinking about quitting my startup 
and was feeling so dejected. Coming 
here I am inspired again and have 
decided I'm going to keep at it. Thank 
you for helping me realize this.

We left the day feeling inspired, 
motivated, encouraged, and 
refreshed—which are all the emotions 
and feelings you’d hope to get out of a 
professional development opportunity.

Community Meet Up
Brief description goes here lore ipsum dolor amet lobortis
ros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent 
luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugaito.

Learning Trend Report
Brief description goes here lore ipsum dolor amet lobortis
ros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit 
praesent luptatum zzril delenit augu feugaito.

Learn about our customer success team

Begin today

REGISTER TODAY

I’d like to speak with sales to learn 
more about Udemy for Business.

I’d like to receive news, insights, and 
promotions from Udemy for Business.

Submit

See the full agenda

Share the 
excitement
There’s enough inspiration to 
go around! Post your #FWD21 
insights to the world.INSPIRATION. 

GROWTH. 
COMMUNITY.

Join us

Watch video

October 30, 2021
9:00 am PST/5:00 pm BST

Discover the future of work with this FREE virtual 
learning event from Udemy Business.

Company Name*

First name*

Last  name*

Work Email*

Job Title *

“ “

AGENDA HIGHLIGHTS

Get inspired with Name Last Name
Brief description goes here lore ipsum dolor amet lobortis
ros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent 
luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugaito.

Here’s an exciting look at some of the biggest happenings at Forward.

Let’s move skills forward together.

EXPERIENCE THE FUTURE 
OF LEARNING
See how Udemy Business can help 
unlock your team’s potential and 
prepare them for tomorrow.

Have a team of 5-20? 

Request a demo

Get started with a free trial now
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2022 
Workplace Learning 
Trends Report

Ebook

Download report

See bio

Download Report

Read testimonials

Request a demo

Get inspired with Jonathan Roberts
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Reframing  
soft skills
It’s no secret that the demands of the workplace are changing. 
Whether it’s adapting to a remote or hybrid setting, building 
more diverse, equitable, and inclusive organizations, or finding 
new ways to enhance productivity, working in a state of 
constant flux is now accepted and expected. 

All this change doesn’t exist in a vacuum. It has a very real 
impact on employees and their ability to excel. Keeping up with 
constant change, both in the industry and the workplace, is a 
serious challenge. This is why nearly nine in ten executives and 
managers say their organizations either face skill gaps already 
or expect them to develop within the next five years.

3

Power skills aren’t 
just nice to have. 
They’re essential  
for changing 
the workplace. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N

2022 Workplace Learning Trends Report 2

T A B L E  O F  C O N T E N T S

Reframing soft skills 

Executive summary 

Chapter 1: Power skills
Communication & teamwork 
Leadership & management 
Productivity & collaboration 
Personal development & wellness 

Chapter 2: Tactical skills 
Business intelligence 
Design & UX 
Finance & accounting
HR & talent development 
Marketing 
Project management 
Sales & customer experience

Chapter 3: Technical skills 
Cloud computing 
Cybersecurity
Data science
IT Operations
Software development

Connect with Udemy Business Learning Expert

About us

3

5

6

13

23

31

32
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C H A P T E R  1

Build skills that can’t be  
replaced by machines.

Power 
skills

62022 Workplace Learning Trends Report
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With the right 
skills, anything’s 
possible

C O N C L U S I O N

Regardless of whether your employee development plans focus on 
technical skills, tactical skills, or power (formerly known as soft skills) 
skills, an internal learning culture is your competitive edge. By building 
learning as an expectation into the flow of work, each member of 
the workforce is empowered to own their learning experience and 
unlock possibilities for themselves and the organization. Imagine a 
world where employees discover skills gaps and address them 
proactively and immediately. Learning and applying new skills in 
this manner doesn’t just keep employees engaged and motivated 
— it helps your company stay competitive and adapt to anything.

Speak to our learning experts  
to discover proven methods for building a 
robust learning culture where employees 
eagerly learn, share information, and drive 
innovation across the company. 

Request a Demo

2022 Workplace Learning Trends Report 14

Organizations 
are emerging 
from the 
pandemic crisis

88%

C H A P T E R  2  /  T A C T I C A L  S K I L L S

As they do, executive teams are greeted with a set of new 
alarmist headlines — a Great Resignation among the 
workforce. While we’d like to write this off as clickbait, the 
numbers speak for themselves.

A June 2021 PwC survey found that “nearly nine in 10 (88%) executives say 
their company is experiencing higher turnover than normal.” Buoyed by the 
growing acceptance of distributed workforces and a paradigm shift on work/life 
happiness, employees are making career changes they might not have imagined 
before the pandemic. 

Of executives say their company is experiencing 
higher turnover than normal.

To combat brain drain, employers must double down on the career development of all 
employees, not just those in fast-changing technical roles. For employees to stay with 
or join your organization, you must convince them that they’ll have the opportunity to grow.  

As job vacancies rise, leaders can’t afford to lose the team members powering a company’s 
financial decisions, marketing strategy, product design, and customer experience. Offering 
always-on learning channels is a win-win. Your company keeps the needle steady on talent 
retention, and employees develop a career path within your organization. 

14
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A B O U T  U S

Udemy’s mission is to create new possibilities for people and 
organizations everywhere by connecting them to the knowledge 
and skills they need to succeed in a changing world. Fueled by the 
Udemy marketplace, Udemy Business helps companies achieve 
critical business outcomes and stay competitive by offering fresh, 
relevant, and personalized on-demand learning.  

The Udemy Business subscription is a curation of top-rated 
courses taught by real-world experts from the Udemy marketplace. 
Our content covers key business and technical topics ranging 
from development and IT to leadership, marketing, design, stress 
management, and much more. In addition to a curated content 
collection, we offer a platform to drive effective learning as well as 
tools for leaders to host and distribute their own proprietary content.

     business.udemy.com

32

We are trusted by 8,600+ 
businesses around the world

M E T H O D O L O G Y 

The 2022 Workplace Learning Trends Report is based on data from the learning behavior of thousands 
of global companies using the Udemy Business platform. All Udemy Business courses are associated 
with topics, with each course having up to five topics. These topics are what you see as the trending skill 
topics within the report. For courses with multiple topics, consumption minutes are divided equally across 
all topics associated with those courses. 

Year-over-year topic data compares the consumption of courses in the Udemy Business collection from 
July 1, 2019–July 1, 2020, to July 1, 2020–July 1, 2021. The four-year topic data looks at the average year-
over-year growth rates of course consumptions from July 1, 2017-July 1, 2021.

2022 Workplace Learning Trends Report 15

What this 
means for your 
organization

C H A P T E R  2  /  T A C T I C A L  S K I L L S

Just as all employees need power skills development, every employee 
should be encouraged to develop the tactical skills that will help 
them excel in the day-to-day functions of their role. The following 
topic categories aren’t specific to employees that have these terms 
in their job title. Business intelligence skills are important for HR 
teams, just as design and finance best practices may be essential for 
marketing teams. Use the insights in this chapter to understand which 
tactical business topics are growing. Take time to analyze which ones 
make sense for your employees to add to their personal learning plans.

15
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Microsoft Teams 760%

Assertiveness 602%

Listening skills 530%

Business writing 415%

Critical thinking 340%

Facilitation

Assertiveness

148%

250%

Team building

129%

Business writing

104%

Critical thinking

96%96%

The growth of remote work in 2020 introduced us to the ups 
and downs of video conferencing. And introduced the concept 
of Zoom fatigue — our brains get overwhelmed by staring at 
ourselves on screen all day. Whether in-person, virtual, or hybrid 
— however your workforce is currently collaborating — the 
fundamentals of communication and teamwork skills  
remain paramount.  

Interest in the topic of team building had notable growth (+129%) over the past year, as  
teams looked to strengthen their relationships with each other. Four-year consumption 
of communication and teamwork shows a workforce adapting to global changes with 
topics like Microsoft Teams (+760%) and listening skills (+530%) seeing significant 
consumption increases. 

As the global footprint 
of many companies 
grows, employees are 
collaborating across time 
zones. The face-to-face 
experience of video 
calls is key for building 
these international 
relationships. Make the 
most of video meetings 
with these simple tips 
from Udemy Confidence 
and Communication 
instructor, Alexa Fischer. 

DO
Be intentional about 
your energy. Your mood 
is contagious, even on 
camera. Listen to great 
music, be well-fed, and 
breathe deeply to put 
yourself into the best 
mindset before you begin 
your video call. 

DON’T
Focus on yourself 
throughout the video 
call. If you find your mind 
wandering to inner chatter, 
pause and refocus your 
attention on the person 
speaking. Listening is a 
powerful way to make an 
incredible impression while 
giving you a break from 
thoughts that might be 
bringing you down.

C H A P T E R  1  /  P O W E R  S K I L L S

I N S I G H T S

Communication  
& teamwork

9

Top 5 surging communication & teamwork skills,
2021

Top 5 surging communication & teamwork skills, 
2017-2021

Percentage consumption growth compared from 2020 to 2021

Percentage consumption growth compared from 2017 to 2021 

2022 Workplace Learning Trends Report 4

The most in-demand skills aren’t just about staying ahead of the technical curve. Skills 
related to leadership, teamwork, communication, productivity, and wellness are critical to 
every employee’s performance. This is why it no longer makes sense to call them "soft skills," 
as if they represent a less important set of skills in the workplace. These skills aren’t just 
nice to have. They’re essential for changing the workplace. 

Why "power skills"? Learning and Development (L&D) and HR leaders agree these skills 
are what give employees power at work. Power to collaborate, power to communicate 
effectively, power to lead. When it comes to developing training programs for the world’s 
leading companies, we at Udemy Business believe these skills should be top-of-mind when 
building a robust training program. After all, these are core competencies that all employees 
need — whether they’re in a financial, technical, administrative, sales, or marketing role. 

So goodbye, soft skills. Welcome to the new era of power skills. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N

“”Power skills have always been an important part of workplace 
learning, and their importance has only grown more urgent 
as the global workforce navigates the changes of the last few 
years. Enabling employees to develop power skills related to 
communication, collaboration, and change leadership is key to 
building an agile business and a strong company culture. 

— Melissa Daimler
Chief Learning Officer, Udemy  

4

Skills related 
to leadership, 
teamwork, 
communication, 
productivity, 
and wellness 
are critical to 
every employee’s 
performance.

2022 Workplace Learning Trends Report 13

C H A P T E R  2

Avoiding the Great Resignation 
through career investment.

Tactical
skills

132022 Workplace Learning Trends Report
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bossylipstick.com

Join the legion of #BossyWomen 
worldwide embracing beauty that
goes deeper than looks.

Empowering women to 

READ OUR BLOG

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING AVAILABLE. FREE SHIPPING IN THE US ON ORDERS OVER $30

CARTHOME SHOP ALL COLOR ME BOSSY BOSSYBLOG MY SISTER’S KEEPER GIFT CARDS ABOUT CONTACT

COSMETICSBOSSY   

Look, Feel,
and Do good.

bossylipstick.com

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING AVAILABLE. FREE SHIPPING IN THE US ON ORDERS OVER $30

CARTHOME SHOP ALL COLOR ME BOSSY BOSSYBLOG MY SISTER’S KEEPER GIFT CARDS ABOUT CONTACT

COSMETICSBOSSY   

Our liquid matte genius lipstick are 
made for busy women on-the-go.

SHOP LIPSTICKS

LUSCIOUS, 
LONG-WEARING 
COLORS.

bossylipstick.com

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING AVAILABLE. FREE SHIPPING IN THE US ON ORDERS OVER $30

CARTHOME SHOP ALL COLOR ME BOSSY BOSSYBLOG MY SISTER’S KEEPER GIFT CARDS ABOUT CONTACT

COSMETICSBOSSY   

Clean and sustainable cosmetics for 
courageous and amazing women.

COLOR ME
BOSSY.

SHOP BOSSY GLOSS

CARTHOME SHOP ALL COLOR ME BOSSY BOSSYBLOG MY SISTER’S KEEPER GIFT CARDS ABOUT CONTACT

COSMETICSBOSSY   

Long-wearing, rich colors, 
and spectacular finish.

SHOP LIPSTICKS

Liquid matte 
genius 
lipsticks.
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INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING AVAILABLE. FREE SHIPPING IN THE US ON ORDERS OVER $30

bossylipstick.com
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PRIMARY LOGO

SMALL CONFIGURATIONS

PHOTOGRAPHY

PRIMARY COLORS

SECONDARY COLORS

PRIMARY TYPEFACE

TERTIARY TYPEFACE

SECONDARY TYPEFACE

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

PATTERNS

GRAPHIC SYSTEM

Frontage condensed bold

Roboto (Google font)

City streetwear regular

b os sy l i p s t ic k .c o mb os sy l i p s t ic k .c o m

GOOD MORNING
BEAUTIFUL.

Look. Feel. 
Do good.

YOU ARE
BEAUTIFUL.

Look. Feel. 
Do good.

Empowering 
women to Look, 
feel, and do GOOD.

Gorgeous

BE BOLD.
BE YOU.

# b ossy l is p s t ic ks

b ossy l i p s t ic k .c o m

BOSSY   
BOSSY   

BOSSY   

Sugar beet
Flirt
Vixen

Mulberry
Bombshell

Expressive
Beauty
Courageous

Rain or 
shine with
diamond
pink.

# b os syd ia mo n d pi n k

CO
SM

ET
IC

S
BO

SS
Y 

  

Do it your way.

EMBRACE YOUR 
INNER BEAUTY.

# b ossy l is p s t ic ks

BOSSY   BOSSY   BOSSY   

b ossy l i p s t ic k .c o m

Do it your way.

B B B

  

b os sy l i p s t ic k .c o m

COLOR ME
BOSSY.
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Summit Health illustration art direction  •  While working at Elmwood, NY  •  Illustrator: Mateusz Napieralski

https://gustofwindstudio.com
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CUPPING NOTES:

Bold / Herbal / Floral notes / Peaches in syrup / sweet 

REGION: Aberdare Range / PROCESS: Natural

HARVEST SEASON: Sept - Dec / ELEVATION: 1,800 Meters

ROASTED ON:

Kenya Karantina      NET WT. 12 OZ

SEPT 03

CUPPING NOTES:

Darker fruits / Viscous mouthfeel / Sweet / Floral notes 

REGION: Kaffa / PROCESS: Wet

HARVEST SEASON: Aug- Nov / ELEVATION: 1,200 Meters

ROASTED ON:

Ethiopia Espresso     NET WT. 12 OZ

MAY 17

CUPPING NOTES:

Bold / Medium intensity / Heavy body / Fruited character

REGION: Mbale / PROCESS: Natural

HARVEST SEASON: Oct - Jan / ELEVATION: 700 Meters

ROASTED ON:

Uganda Mt. Elgon      NET WT. 12 OZ

OCT 25

Neo coffee logo •  Personal project
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CX MANAGEMENT

THE FUTURE 
OF DIGITAL
BANKING

HOW TO 
IMPROVE 
UX FOR 
EMPLOYEES

BLOG

INSIGHTS

Better employee UX 
increases productivity 
and reduces frustration. 
Learn how to get started.

Marketing needs to step up 
— not simply to do more 
with the same marketing 
resources but to reinvent 
what marketing is and how 
it operates to drive growth 
across the enterprise.

ACCELERATE 
GROWTH

WATCH VIDEO

Customer experience management is 
not easy — building the program, 
acquiring and honing talent, 
establishing a credible enterprise 
governance structure

DIFFERENTIATE 
WITH DIGITAL
Forrester thought leaders 
discuss future-of-work 
strategies that are tangible, 
measurable, and tested.

FORRESTER®

FORRESTER®

THE FUTURE
OF PAYMENTS
The invisible valuable

FORRESTER’S
AUTOMATION 
FRAMEWORK
How to manage the automation portfolio

FORRESTER®

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE IN 
WEALTH MANAGEMENT

FORRESTER®

The wealth management advisor model is 
powerful and has withstood the test of time. 
That test is getting harder.

FORRESTER®

A FUTURE SCENARIO: 
IMMERSIVE IT
Tech-driven innovation shapes the 
future of IT

FORRESTER®

THE FUTURE 
OF ORGANIZATIONS
Rethinking organizational design



THE FUTURE
OF PAYMENTS
The invisible valuable

FORRESTER®

A FUTURE SCENARIO: 
IMMERSIVE IT
Tech-driven innovation shapes the 
future of IT

FORRESTER®

THE FUTURE 
OF ORGANIZATIONS
Rethinking organizational design

FORRESTER®



Repair Services

FORRESTER ®

THE FUTURE
OF PAYMENTS
CONFERENCE

REGISTER

FEATURED INSIGHTS

VALUE FOR 
CUSTOMERS: 
THE NEW FRONTIER 
FOR CX 
PROFESSIONALS
Most firms love to talk about the value of customers 
but don’t get value for customers right.

WATCH VIDEO
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Opportunity 
starts here.
A new way of digital 
banking that fits 
with you.
carbonup.io

Carbon digital bank  •  ID Development  •  Personal project



carbonup.io

Products Blog Our story Get the appFAQs

Opportunity
starts here.
A new way of digital 
banking that fits 
with you.
Download and sign up now on Android

Carbon digital bank  •  ID Development  •  Personal project



carbonup.io

0123 4567 8901 2345

MICHAEL ONWUDIWE

12/23
5595

Products Blog Our story Get the appFAQs

carbonup.io

A jump start
for your
business.
Introducing carbon 
Business 
Mastercard.

APPLY TODAY

5595

Products Blog Our story Get the appFAQs

5595

ELLEN SMITH

12/23

0123 4567 8901 2345

BUSINESS

Financial 
freedom now.
Introducing carbon 
Mastercard.

APPLY TODAY

Carbon digital bank  •  ID Development  •  Personal project



carbonup.io

Your bank, 
your way.

We believe in

carbonup.io

you.

Delivering 
financial freedom
—to more people.

carbonup.io

carbonup.io

A jumpstart for 
your business.

Opportunity
starts here.
carbonup.io

Discover 
your 
financial 
freedom.
carbonup.io

carbonup.io

Opportunity
stars here.

CASE STUDY

carbonup.io

Energy  
to succeed.
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PRIMARY LOGO

SMALL CONFIGURATIONSSTACKED LOGO

PHOTOGRAPHY

PRIMARY COLORS

ACCENT COLORS

TYPEFACE

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

GRAPHIC SYSTEM

Supergraphics

Patterns

Iconography

Gilroy 

Color combinations

Opportunities
start here.
123ABC

savings
credit

loans
credit card

Energy to succeed.
Discover your financial freedom.
A new way of digital banking 
that fits with you.

2% 3%

5%

1%

4% 6%

8%7% 9%

11%10% 12%

carbonup.io

Your bank, 
your way.

We believe in

carbonup.io

you.
carbonup.io

A jumpstart for 
your business.

Delivering 
financial freedom
—to more people.

carbonup.io

Opportunity
starts here.
carbonup.io

Discover 
your 
financial 
freedom.
carbonup.io

Carbon digital bank  •  ID Development  •  Personal projectCarbon digital bank  •  ID Development  •  Personal project
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Java Foods 
market
opportunity
September 2020 October 2020

Our farmers
and 
producers

Java Foods 
products
December 2020

Java Foods  •  ID Development  •  Personal project
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Quick reference 
brand guidelines
June 2020

JAVA GREEN
PANTONE  376 C
RGB  132 189 0
HEX/HTML  84BD00
CMYK 48 0 100 1

70% 40%

70%

20%

10%

70%

20%

10%

70%

20%

10%

20%

70% 40% 20%

10%

10%

JAVA DEEP GREEN
PANTONE 3415 C
RGB  0 119 73
HEX/HTML  007749
CMYK 100 0 85 29

WHITE
RGB  255 255 255
HEX/HTML  FFFFFF
CMYK N/A

15. COLOR PALETTE

JAVA YELLOW
PANTONE 137 C
RGB  255 164 0
HEX/HTML  FFA400
CMYK 0 36 100 0

70%

20%

10%

JAVA ORANGE
PANTONE 165 C
RGB  255 103 32
HEX/HTML  FF6720
CMYK 0 68 96 0

BLACK
RGB  0 0 0
HEX/HTML  000000
CMYK 5 5 5 100

JAVA LIGHT BLUE
PANTONE 2995 C
RGB  0 169 224
HEX/HTML  00A9E0
CMYK 79 3 0 0

70%

20%

40%40%40% 40% 40%

10%

JAVA GRAY
PANTONE COOL GRAY 11 C
RGB  83 86 90
HEX/HTML  53565A
CMYK 63 52 44 33

JAVA RED
PANTONE 1788 C
RGB  238 39 55
HEX/HTML  EE2737
CMYK 0 93 82 0

Hi I’m Comfortaa.
I’m modern,
human, and speak
with clarity and
simplicity.

ABCD
abcd
1234567890

ABCD
abcd
1234567890

Comfortaa is an essential element of our visual system and 
should be used throughout all communications. Comfortaa 
is designed both print and digital friendly.

Comfortaa is Google font and it  is free to use.
Download it at fonts.google.com/specimen/Comfortaa

Century Gothic has been selected as an alternative typeface for 
PowerPoint and other non-designer desktop applications.

Light

Convenient
Affordable
Nutritious

Medium

Committed
Local
High quality

Bold

Community
Suppliers
Innovative

Regular

Convenient
Affordable
Nutritious

Bold

Committed
Local
High quality

16. TYPOGRAPHY

A section of our unique letterform 
can become a graphic device to be 
used as a supporting graphic device 
on layouts.

Follow the schematics to create a 
consistent visual system.

Java shape

31. GRAPHIC DEVICE

A4 format

The look & feel is centered around the idea of connection
and bringing people together.

08. LOGO

This quick reference brand guidelines 
is intended to help designers, web 
developers and advertising agencies, 
with the correct use of Java Foods 
visual elements, such as logo, 
typography, photography style and 
color palette. 

Carefully review these guidelines 
before you work on any 
communication piece.

Java Foods team

01. INTRODUCTION

Clear and consistent use of typography unifies messaging
and creates familiarity in the eye of our audiences.
Creating hierarchy in our communications can be
achieved by simply changing weights. These examples show
how to use our typefaces for maximum legibility while
reinforcing our brand voice and personalities.

Java Foods offers 
high quality, 
affordable and 
nutritious foods.

Unique benefits of 
eeZee SupaCereal

We introduced our first product to the Zambian market in October 2012 
in the form of eeZee Instant Noodles. Today, eeZee Noodles is Zambia’s 
leading instant noodle brand because it is seen as good value for 
money, convenient and also widely distributed.

• Highly Nutritious - fortified with 13 vitamins and 3 minerals

• Instant - no cooking required and just add milk

• Energy boosting cereal high in carbohydrates and protein

• Available in your best original, strawberry and banana flavours

• Packed in portable, high quality flexible packaging that preserves  
  quality and enhances shelflife

• Made from locally available raw materials and thus competitively

• Enjoyable taste and flavor

• GMO free

Small business 
development

161 million 
children

Java Foods supports small shops and 

businesses in low income communities in 

Lusaka. We recognise that supporting these 

small businesses will have a positive effect on 

the whole community by helping generating 

income and increase sustainability.

18. TYPOGRAPHY USAGE

Headline

Body copy

Follow these photo samples while 
looking for additional images or 
developing a custom photo-shoot.

Purchase usage right at:
gettyimages.com
stocksy.com

Customers - Editorial

21. PHOTOGRAPHY STYLE

GettyImages-508481001Stocksy - 838744

GettyImages-1124715221

GettyImages-1134273519

GettyImages-601800729 GettyImages-537444668GettyImages-471626073

GettyImages-523518844 GettyImages-1181132826

GettyImages-968890442

Investing in 
nutrition helps 
build human 
capital, boosts 
shared prosperity 
and drives 
economies.

Investing in 
nutrition helps 
build human 
capital, boosts 
shared prosperity 
and drives 
economies.

19. TYPOGRAPHY AND COLOR COMBINATIONS

To ensure brand consistency, please only use the approved color combinations

Java Foods Green on white White on Java Foods Green

Investing in 
nutrition helps 
build human 
capital, boosts 
shared prosperity 
and drives 
economies.

White on Java Foods Deep Green

Investing in 
nutrition helps 
build human 
capital, boosts 
shared prosperity 
and drives 
economies.

Investing in 
nutrition helps 
build human 
capital, boosts 
shared prosperity 
and drives 
economies.

Java Foods Deep Green 
on 20% Java Foods Green

Java Foods Deep Green 
on 40% Java Foods Green

Investing in 
nutrition helps 
build human 
capital, boosts 
shared prosperity 
and drives 
economies.

Java Foods Deep Green
on 70% Java Foods Green

Investing in 
nutrition helps 
build human 
capital, boosts 
shared prosperity 
and drives 
economies.

Java Foods Greeen on Java Foods Deep Green

A4 format 13.33 x 75 in

BOCHURE AND REPORTS - COVERS

Java graphic device and photography options

GettyImages-1132649230Stocksy 849811 GettyImages-962574216

Java Foods 
2025 vision

Java Foods 
market
opportunity
September 2020

Java Foods 
products
September 2020

September 2020

2020
Java Foods
investors
report
September 2020

Java Foods  •  ID Development  •  Personal project
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We love new logo and we want to ensure it gets the
space it needs to shine. We have developed a minimum
clear space around the logo that will help us to keep the
integrity of the mark. 

We also want to make sure our audiences can see the logo
in every instance that it shows up. We’ve created a minimum
size guide to help ensure legibility.

09. CLEARSPACE AND MINIMUM SIZE

Logo minimum size (Print)

Logo minimum size (Digital)

Horizontal configuration Stacked configuration

1.25 in 0.8 in

100 px 63 px

Clearspace
Do not place any artwork closer than 1 “a” dimension.

10. COLOR VARIATIONS

To ensure brand consistency, please only use the approved color variations of our primary logo.
Do not change logo artwork, typography or colors.
The black logo version is used only when the color version cannot be used.

Follow these photo samples while 
looking for additional images or 
developing a custom photo-shoot.

Purchase usage right at:
gettyimages.com
stocksy.com

Customers- Studio

22. PHOTOGRAPHY STYLE

GettyImages-1174966257

GettyImages-1171089729

Stocksy - 2988945

Stocksy - 2747570Stocksy - 1217245

GettyImages-1132649230 GettyImages-698308022

GettyImages-1174437334

To become a leading branded food company in Southern Africa 
whose brands are synonymous with high quality, good value and nutrition.

Dynamic Bold Engaged Authentic Human Creative

06. JAVA FOODS BRAND HOUSE

BRAND IDEA

MISSION

PERSONALITY ATTRIBUTES

WHAT WE PROVIDE HOW WE DO IT WHY IT IS VALUABLE

VALUE PROPOSITION

BRAND PILLARS

Produce affordable and 
accessible high-quality food 
for our communities.

Use of locally sourced and  
sustainable raw materials to 
produce high-quality food.

Improve lives so people
can flourish and thrive.

VISION

We make it easy for our consumers to make 
the best possible food shopping choices for 
themselves and their families while 
supporting human capital and Zambian 
economy prosperity.

We listen, we understand, 
we share. We keep pace with our 
customers lives, so we can deliver 
more than what’s expected.

We work with local farmers to develop 
products that provide to busy moms, 
students and young professionals with 
nutritious and wholesome food options.

Nourishing families through the provision of high-quality nutritious products made from locally 
sourced raw materials and thereby improving livelihoods. 

Nutrition helps build human capital, 
boosts shared prosperity and drives economies.

To become a leading branded 
food company in Southern 
Africa whose brands are 
synonymous with high quality, 
good value and nutrition.

02. VISION

Follow these photo samples 
developing a custom photo-shoot.

Purchase usage right at:
gettyimages.com
stocksy.com

Products - Studio

26. PHOTOGRAPHY STYLE

GettyImages-1191394436

Stocksy - 1261842

Stocksy - 2189376Stocksy - 2458753

Stocksy 2461552

Stocksy - 2187006GettyImages-1145080058

GettyImages-595960966Stocksy - 2187326

GettyImages-468607704 GettyImages-464724021Stocksy 1261831

A4 format 8.3 x 11.7 in 

BOCHURE AND REPORTS - COVERS

Java graphic device and photography options

Java Foods 
2025 vision

Java Foods 
2025 vision

September 2020 September 2020

September 2020

September 2020

Our farmers
and 
producers

Our farmers
and 
producers

BOCHURE AND REPORTS - COVERS

Widescreen 13.33 x 75 in

White and Java Green Java Green and white 

Java graphic device and full-bleed color background

Full-color background

Java Deep Green, Java Green and white

Java Foods Green on white White on Java Green White, Java Green on Java Deep Green
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PPT PRESENTATION - DIVIDERS
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Boost your 
energy 
with eeZee 
Supa Cereal.
Enjoy our 
delicious flavors

Original
Strawberry
Banana

Join the   
eeZee Supa 
Cereal Squad.

eeZee 
instant 
noodles
So simple, 
so fast.

eeZee 
instant 
noodles

Enriched with 
protein, vitamis 
and minerals.
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Slavoj 
Žižek Slavoj Žižek doesn't buy into political correctness. 

In fact, it frightens him. The famed philosopher and social 
critic describes political correctness as a tacit form of 
totalitarianism, an act of coercion built upon the premise 
that "I know better than you what you really want." This isn't 
to say that people should be allowed to go around treating 
others poorly, but Žižek argues that employing coercion and 
scare tactics to instill a state of forced behavior completely 
missed the point. To Žižek, the kinds of obscenity targeted 
by political correctness are much more effective at breeding 
a sense of shared solidarity than most alternatives.

Political 
correctness 
is a more 
dangerous 
form of 
totalitarianism.

INTERVIEW BY: SUSAN THOMASS PHOTOGRAPHY BY: JOHN SMITH

Editorial spread •  Personal project



JODO
ROW
SKY

DECODING

Abramović was born in Belgrade, Serbia on November 30, 1946. Her great uncle was 
Serbian Patriarch Varnava of the Serbian Orthodox Church.Both of her parents were 
Yugoslav Partisans during the Second World War. Her mother was Danica Rosić and her 
father was Vojin Abramović. She herself is of Serbian ethnicity. After the war, Abramović's 
parents were "national heroes" and were given positions in the post-war Yugoslavian 
government. In an interview, Abramović described her family as having been "Red 
bourgeoisie."

Until she was six years old, Abramović was raised by her grandparents. Her grandmother 
was deeply religious and Abramović "spent my childhood in a church following my 
grandmother's rituals – candles in the morning, the priest coming for different occasions." 
At age six, when Abramović's brother was born, she began living with her parents and took 
piano, French, and English lessons. While she did not take art lessons, she took an early 
interest in art and enjoyed painting as a child.

Paradise is exactly 
like where you 
are right now... 
Only much, 
much better.
Laura Phillips "Laurie" Anderson  is an American avant-garde 
artist, composer, musician and film director whose work spans 
performance art, pop music, and multimedia projects. Initially 
trained in violin and sculpting, Anderson pursued a variety of 
performance art projects in New York during the 1970s, making 
particular use of language, technology, and visual imagery.She 
became widely more known outside the art world in 1981 when 
her single "O Superman" reached number two on the UK pop 
charts. She also starred in and directed the 1986 concert film 
Home of the Brave.

Born to Jewish-Ukrainian and Polish parents in Chile, Jodorowsky experienced an 
unhappy and alienated childhood, and so immersed himself in reading and writing 

poetry. Dropping out of college, he became involved in theater and in particular mime, 
working as a clown before founding his own theater troupe, the Teatro Mimico, in 
1947. Moving to Paris in the early 1950s, Jodorowsky studied mime under Étienne 
Decroux before turning to cinema, directing the short film Les têtes interverties in 
1957. From 1960 he divided his time between Paris and Mexico City, in the former 
becoming a founding member of the anarchistic avant-garde Panic Movement of 

performance artists. In 1966 he created his first comic strip, Anibal 5, while in 1967 he 
directed his first feature film, the surrealist Fando y Lis, which caused a huge scandal 

in Mexico, eventually being banned.

Interview by: Susan Thomass Photography by: John Smith

Laurie 
Anderson

Mariscal's language is synthetic, with few strokes 
and a great deal of expressiveness. He started 
studying at Colegio El Pilar in Valencia. After he 
study design at the Elisava School in Barcelona 
which he soon left so that he could learn directly in 
his environment and follow his own creative 
impulses. His first steps were in the world of 
underground comic, a task that he soon combined 
with illustration, sculpture, graphic design and 
interior design.

BE YOURSELF, 
ALWAYS VERY 
CURIOUS.

PERFORMANCE HAS 
TO BE MAINSTREAM 
ART. THIS IS WHAT 
I'M FIGHTING FOR. 

INTERVIEW BY: SUSAN THOMASS PHOTOGRAPHY BY: JOHN SMITH

INTERVIEW BY: SUSAN THOMASS PHOTOGRAPHY BY: JOHN SMITH

MARINA 
ABRAMOVIC

Editorial spreads •  Personal project



LA

The city was 
originally built on 
an island of Lake 
Texcoco by the 
Aztecs in 1325 as 
Tenochtitlan, 
which was almost 
completely 
destroyed in the 
1521 siege of 
Tenochtitlan.

TORONTO IS CANADA'S LARGEST CITY, THE FOURTH LARGEST IN NORTH 
AMERICA, AND HOME TO A DIVERSE POPULATION OF ABOUT 2.8 MILLION 
PEOPLE. IT'S A GLOBAL CENTRE FOR BUSINESS, FINANCE, ARTS AND 
CULTURE AND IS CONSISTENTLY RANKED ONE OF THE WORLD'S MOST 
LIVABLE CITIES.

Los Angeles has grown into a 
dynamic metropolis with its 
eye on the future, while 
preserving its extraordinary 
cultural heritage. LA is one of 
the most ethnically diverse 
cities in the world, making it 
a truly global city.

Mexico’s capital is both the oldest capital city in 
the Americas and one of two founded by 
Amerindians (Native Americans), the other being 
Quito. The city was originally built on an island of 
Lake Texcoco by the Aztecs in 1325 as 
Tenochtitlan, which was almost completely 
destroyed in the 1521 siege of Tenochtitlan, and 
subsequently redesigned and rebuilt in 
accordance with the Spanish urban standards. In 
1524, the municipality of Mexico City was 
established, known as México Tenochtitlán,[21] 
and as of 1585 it was officially known as Ciudad 
de México (Mexico City).[21] Mexico City served 
as the political, administrative and financial 
center of a major part of the Spanish colonial 
empire.[22] After independence from Spain was 
achieved, the federal district was created in 1824.

TOK YO, JAPAN’S BUSY CAPITAL, MIXES THE ULTRAMODERN AND THE TRADITIONAL, FROM 
NEON-LIT SK YSCRAPERS TO HISTORIC TEMPLES. THE OPULENT MEIJI SHINTO SHRINE IS 

KNOWN FOR ITS TOWERING GATE AND SURROUNDING WOODS. THE IMPERIAL PALACE SITS 
AMID LARGE PUBLIC GARDENS. THE CIT Y 'S MANY MUSEUMS OFFER EXHIBITS RANGING FROM 

CLASSICAL ART TO A RECONSTRUCTED K ABUKI THEATER.

Mexico CityCDMX

TORONTO
THE 
QUEEN 
CITY

21.2 mi
Population

579 sq mi
Area Latitude and Longitude

19°26'N 
99°7'W

1325
Founded

The city now known as Mexico City was founded 
as Tenochtitlan by the Aztecs in 1325.

It’s the largest metropolitan area of the world's 
western hemisphere and both the tenth-largest 
agglomeration and largest Spanish-speaking 
city in the world.

It is located in the Valley of Mexico  a large valley 
in the high plateaus at the center of Mexico, at an 
altitude of 7,340 ft. 

The best time to visit Mexico City is between 
March and May, even though the streets are 
pretty crowded this time of year. 

Federal District is divided into 16  boroughs. 
While not fully equivalent to a municipality, the 
16 boroughs have gained significant autonomy, 
and since 2000 their heads of government are 
elected directly by plurality

Mexico is surrounded on the north by the United 
States, on the south and west by the North 
Pacific Ocean, on the southeast by Guatemala, 
Belize, and the Caribbean Sea; and on the east 
by the Gulf of Mexico.

64°F

Annual Median 
Temperature

7,340 ft 
Elevation

13.6 MI
POPULATION

579 SQ MI
AREA LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE

35°41’23"N 
139°41’3O"E

16O3
FOUNDED

The history of the city of Tokyo stretches back some 
400 years. Originally named Edo, the city started to 
flourish after Tokugawa Ieyasu established the 
Tokugawa Shogunate there in 1603.

The Greater Tokyo Area is the most populous 
metropolitan area in the world, consisting of the Kantō 
region of Japan, including the Tokyo Metropolis, as well 
as the prefecture of Yamanashi. 

The mainland portion of Tokyo lies northwest of Tokyo 
Bay and measures about 56 mi east to west and 16 mi 
north to south. The average elevation in Tokyo is 131 ft.

August is the hottest month in Tokyo with an 
average temperature of 79°F and the coldest is 
January at 41°F with the most daily sunshine hours 
at 6 in December. The wettest month is June with 
an average of 181mm of rain.

The mainland portion of Tokyo lies northwest of 
Tokyo Bay and measures about 56 mi east to west 
and 16 mi north to south. Chiba Prefecture borders it 
to the east, Yamanashi to the west, Kanagawa to the 
south, and Saitama to the north. Mainland Tokyo is 
further subdivided into the special wards and the 
Tama area stretching westwards.

At the centre of the main urban area (approximately the 
first 10 km from Tokyo Station) are the 23 special wards, 
formerly treated as a single city but now governed as 
separate municipalities, and containing many major 
commercial centres such as Shinjuku, Shibuya, Ikebukuro 
and Ginza.

79°F
ANNUAL MEDIAN TEMPERATURE

131  ft 
ELEVATION

2.8 MI
POPULATION

243 
sq mi

AREA LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE

43°42′N 
79°24′W

1834
FOUNDED

When Europeans first arrived at the 
site of present-day Toronto, the 
vicinity was inhabited by the Iroquois, 
who by then had displaced the 
Wyandot people who had occupied the 
region for centuries before

The demographics of Toronto make it 
one of the world's most diverse cities, 
with about 50% of residents having 
been born in a country other than 
Canada

Located in Southern Ontario on the 
northwestern shore of Lake Ontario, 
Toronto is situated on a broad sloping 
plateau intersected by an extensive 
network of rivers, deep ravines, and 
urban forest.

The city of Toronto has a humid 
continental climate, with warm, humid 
summers and cold winters. Some parts 
of the north and east of the city such 
as Scarborough and the suburbs, have 
a climate classified as humid 
continental climate 

Toronto covers an area of 243 sq mi 
with a maximum north-south distance 
of 13 mi and a maximum east-west 
distance of 27 mi. It has a 29 mi long 
waterfront shoreline, on the 
northwestern shore of Lake Ontario.

The city's borders are formed by Lake 
Ontario to the south, Etobicoke Creek 
and Highway 427 to the west, Steeles 
Avenue to the north and the Rouge 
River and the Scarborough-Pickering 
Townline to the east.

46°F
ANNUAL MEDIAN TEMPERATURE

249 ft

City of Angels

ELEVATION

ENDELESS METROPOLIS

3.7 MI
POPULATION

502.7 
sq mi

AREA LATITUDE AND 
LONGITUDE

43°42′N 
79°24′W

1781
FOUNDED

Historically home to the Chumash and  
Tongva, Los Angeles was claimed by 
Juan Rodríguez Cabrillo for Spain in 
1542 along with the rest of what would 
become Alta California. The  city was 
officially founded on September 4, 1781, 
by Spanish governor Felipe de Neve.

The median age was 34.1 years. For 
every 100 females there were 99.2 
males. For every 100 females age 18 
and over, there were 97.6 males.

Situated in Southern California, Los 
Angeles is known for its mediterranean 
climate, ethnic diversity, sprawling 
metropolis, and as a major center of 
the American entertainment industry. 
Los Angeles lies in a large coastal 
basin surrounded on three sides by 
mountains reaching up to and over 
10,000 feet 

Los Angeles has a Mediterranean 
climate, and receives just enough 
annual precipitation to avoid the 
semi-arid climate classification. Los 
Angeles has plenty of sunshine 
throughout the year, with an average 
of only 35 days with measurable 
precipitation annually.

The city of Los Angeles covers a total 
area of 502.7 square miles, comprising 
468.7 square miles  of land and 34.0 
square miles  of water. The city 
extends for 44 miles longitudinally and 
for 29 miles latitudinally. The perimeter 
of the city is 342 miles .

The city is the focal point of the larger 
Los Angeles metropolitan area and the 
Greater Los Angeles Area region, which 
contain 13 million and over 18 million 
people, respectively, as of 2010, making 
it one of the most populous 
metropolitan areas in the world as well 
as the second-largest in the United 
States. 

63°F

ANNUAL MEDIAN 
TEMPERATURE

233 ft
ELEVATION
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My baby wardrobe

3 - 6 mo
M

ade in Brooklyn, NY 

My baby wardrobe

My baby wardrobe
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We are the 
global virtual 
care leader.
teladochealth.com

Teladoc Health ID development •  While working at Prophet, NY



teladochealth.com

Transforming how
people access healthcare
around the world.

Teladoc Health ID development •  While working at Prophet, NY



Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

Teladoc General Medical Services provides  
convenient care at a lower cost by enabling 
members to have an on-demand or  

 
doctorvial phone or video. 

With Teladoc, members get the care they need, anytime, 

15 years, Teladoc has provided quality, accessible medical 

 

or our award-winning mobile app.  
Members are connected with a doctor 
and can be diagnosed, treated or  

 
during their visit. 

Teladoc’s stringent clinical quality  
management standars and processes 

 
 

 

 
on average.

By engaging members throughout  
 

 
 

employees, we guarantee 5% utilization  

CONVENIENCE CLINICAL QUALITY VALUE

GENERAL MEDICAL SERVICES

Teladoc helps drive medical costs 
down, while providing quality 
healthcare your members will love. average claims savings members satisfaction

$472 +90%

Convenient,  

and high  
quality care

Teladoc Health 
is the global virtual 
care leader.
teladochealth.com

Teladoc Health ID development •  While working at Prophet, NY



Brand
Guidelines

AUGUST 2018

Our Assets
Xxxx

Ebit expercipsam, solest 
vellabo. Ad enditia dolorpos 
endant occatur? Solupta 
tioreium vent ullaceaquam 
esecuptur, odignimus, 
alibuscidel ium et platus 
exerferiame quidit et entur, 

tendita nWelcome to  
our new brand.
These guidelines are not just about form, color 
and typography. Building our new identity is 
about capturing the essence of our brand—how 
we talk and how we look. 
 

 
to life and how people experience Teladoc Health  
at every touchpoint.

03TEL ADOC HE ALTH BR AND GUIDELINES

We love our new logo and we want to ensure it gets the 
space it needs to shine. We have developed a minimum 
clear space around the logo that will help us to keep the 
integrity of the mark. The height of the wordmark on all 
sides of the logo should do the trick.

We also want to make sure our audiences can see the 
logo in every instance that it shows up. We’ve created a 
minimum size guide to help ensure legibility.

If our logo needs to be printed below .75 in, we use 
a single color version of our wordmark without the 
Teladoc Health Connector. The preferred color on this 
application is Teladoc Health Plum. When color printing 
is not available, black is the default color.

To get access to this artwork, please see the contact 
page at the end of this document.

Visual system
 

. 7 5  I N 5 0  P X

C L E A R  S P A C E

M I N I M U M  S I Z E

P R I N T D I G I T A L

x= wordmark 
height

1x

16TEL ADOC HE ALTH BR AND GUIDELINES

Teladoc Health Plum and Teladoc Health Violet are the 
dominant colors in the palette and should be used 
generously. The Teladoc Health Aqua is the main accent 
color with Teladoc Health Gold as an alternative.

CMYK 0 0 0 0 
RGB 255 255 255
HEX #ffffff

 

PMS 7408C 
CMYK 0 29 100 0
RGB 246 190 0
HEX #F6BE00

PMS Cool gray 3C
CMYK 8 5 7 16
RGB 200 201 199
HEX #C8C9C7

 

PMS Cool gray 5C
CMYK 13 9 10 27
RGB 177 179 179
HEX #B1B3B3

 

PMS Cool gray 8C
CMYK 23 16 13 46
RGB 136 139 141
HEX #888B8D

PMS  306 C
CMYK  75 0 5 0
RGB  0 181 226
HEX  00B5E2

Visual system 
Color palette

PMS  2112 C
CMYK  97 96 0 41
RGB  53 31 101
HEX  #351F65

PMS  2103 C
CMYK  84 82 0 0
RGB  89 73 167
HEX  #5949A7

CMYK 0 0 0 100 
RGB 0 0 0
HEX #000000

Tints can be used on our secondary palette, while 
developing data visualization, charts and as supporting  

20TEL ADOC HE ALTH BR AND GUIDELINES

The following pages will help guide the 
selection and creation of images that 
reinforce our brand identity. Imagery 
expresses the story of our brand, 

Whether shooting original 
photography or selecting stock 
imagery for purchase, we base our 
decisions on a common set  
of attributes.
 
One characteristic that we look for 
across all photos is a particular focus 
on natural, candid moments in time 
that reinforce the idea of connection. 
We particularly want to avoid photos 
that appear to be “stock” images.

As a business to business brand, 
Teladoc Health should focus on using 
business-centric photography to 
enhance the sense of professionalism 
and to resonate with our clients.  
 
Please note: 

Visual system

2727

Visual system

The Teladoc Health 

graphic device that can be 
used whole or cropped. 
In addition it can interact 
with photography to create 
dynamic layouts.

Use these schematics when 
creating your designs.

teladochealth.com

teladochealth.com

teladochealth.com

Transforming how
people access 
healthcare
around the world.

teladochealth.com

Transforming how
people access 
healthcare
around the world.
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Our strategy

Corporate brand  

business’ heritage, values, culture, 
people, and strategy.  
 
Teladoc Health has been developed 
to represent our broad portfolio of 
capabilities to audiences worldwide 
– clients, prospects, care providers, 
investors, media, and employees.Descriptive solution names

Integrated 
Clinical Solutions  

Telehealth
Services 

   

Expert Medical 
Services

Platform  
& Program Services

Consumer experience brands
These are the brands that 
consumers interact and engage 
with when they seek care for 
themselves or their loved ones.

08TEL ADOC HE ALTH BR AND GUIDELINES

Visual system

patterns

A group of Teladoc Health Connector graphic devices can 
create patterns and simple illustrations that convey globality, 
expertise, precision, connection, simplicity, access, resolution 
and integration.

These patterns can be used on case studies, PowerPoint 
covers and reports.

To keep the integrity of our brand, we only use  
Teladoc Health Plum and Teladoc Health Aqua  
on these types of applications. 

Use these schematics as a reference for your own designs.

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

We are the global 
virtual care leader.
teladochealth.com

We are the global 
virtual care leader.
teladochealth.com

We are the global 
virtual care leader.
teladochealth.com

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com teladochealth.com

Transforming how
people access healthcare
around the world.

teladochealth.com

Transforming 
how people access 
healthcare
around the world.

teladochealth.com

Transforming 
how people access 
healthcare
around the world.

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

100% 100%80%60%50%40%30%20%75% 50% 50% 50% 75% 100%
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Visual system

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

Be connected to
the right care.
teladochealth.com

We are the 
global virtual 
care leader.
teladochealth.com

Be connected to
the right care.
teladochealth.com

The Teladoc Health 

graphic device that can be 
used whole or cropped. 
In addition it can interact 
with photography to create 
dynamic layouts.

Use these schematics when 
creating your designs.
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Visual system
Overview

Our visual system is simple yet bold. We use the concept of 
connection to ensure any story or idea we want to tell can be 
told in a compelling and intuitive way.

In this section we will break down each of the elements  
so we can see where they came from, their meanings, and 
how to use them.

PRIMARY COLORS

SECONDARY COLORS

PRIMARY LOGO GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

GRAPHIC SYSTEM

PHOTOGRAPHY

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIGKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890?!#%^@()

TYPEFACE

Montserrat

Century Gothic for PPT and everyday desktop applications

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

Comprehensive
Trusted
Innovative
Invested

ACCESS
EXPERTISE
SIMPLICITY
PARTNERSHIP

LIGHT      REGULAR      MEDIUM BOLD

ICONOGRAPHYDATA VISUALIZATION

RX

What data 
showed in 2018

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

teladochealth.com

Office/urgent78%

ER8%

Did nothing14%

3,729
Visits

2017 global growth 

$16.8M

Combined 
member 
satisfaction rate 

+90%

Recommended 
change 
in treatment  

83%

Delivering ROI

500%

teladochealth.com teladochealth.com
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Visual system
Logo

The look & feel is centered around the idea of connection 
and bringing people together.

15TEL ADOC HE ALTH BR AND GUIDELINES

Ebit expercipsam, solest 
vellabo. Ad enditia dolorpos 
endant occatur? Solupta 
tioreium vent ullaceaquam 
esecuptur, odignimus, 
alibuscidel ium et platus 
exerferiame quidit et entur, 

tendita n
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Visual system

I’m modern,  
crisp, and speak
with clarity and 
simplicity.

Light
Connection
Personal

Regular
Expert
Focused

Medium
MODERN
QUALITY CARE

 

Montserrat is an essential element of 
our visual system and should be used 
throughout all communications. Montserrat 
is designed to be both print and digital 
friendly. Century Gothic has been selected as 
an alternative typeface for PowerPoint and 
other everyday desktop applications.

Visual system

G E T T Y I M A G E S G E T T Y I M A G E S 
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Visual system

teladochealth.com

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

Transforming how
people access 
healthcare
around the world.

teladochealth.com

Transforming how
people access 
healthcare
around the world.

The Teladoc Health 

graphic device that can be 
used whole or cropped. 
In addition it can interact 
with photography to create 
dynamic layouts.

Use these schematics when 
creating your designs.
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Visual system

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

Teladoc Health 
is the global virtual 
care leader.
teladochealth.com

Teladoc Health 
is the global virtual 
care leader.
teladochealth.com

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

Be connected to
the right care, 
in the right moment.
teladochealth.com

The Teladoc Health 

graphic device that can be 
used whole or cropped. 
In addition it can interact 
with photography to create 
dynamic layouts.

Use these schematics when 
creating your designs.
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Visual system 

Clear and consistent use of 

and creates familiarity in the 
eye of our audiences.

Creating hierarchy in our 
communications can be 
achieved by simply changing 
weights. These examples show 
how to use our typefaces for 
maximum legibility while 
reinforcing our brand voice  
and personalities. 

Depending on the layout, for 
instance in digital applications, 
centering a headline is a nice 
way to break up a space, create 
a breath in a composition and 
get straight to a point quickly.

We are accelerating the adoption of virtual care, 
making high-quality healthcare a reality for more 
people and organizations around the world. Working 
with more than 10,000 clients including the world’s 
leading insurers, employers, hospitals and health 
systems, we are continually modernizing the 
healthcare experience and helping more people 
resolve their healthcare needs on their terms.

At Teladoc Health, we are continuously modernizing 
how people access and experience healthcare. With an 
unwavering commitment to driving better outcomes, we 

Global virtual care leader

“ Teladoc Health 
offers the only 
comprehensive 
virtual care solution 
capable of serving 
organizations and 
people everywhere.”

Light / Regular / Medium / 

242424TEL ADOC HE ALTH BR AND GUIDELINES

Visual system

Our iconography is based on 
a modern and minimalistic 
approach that complements 
our visual system.

A complete set of icons 
is under development by 
Teladoc Health.

RX

RX RX
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Our applications
Corporate overview

50,0002,200
in 2018

2M+

Transforming how  
people access healthcare  
around the world.

San Mateo
Phoenix Dallas

Toronto

Boston
New York

Sao Paulo
Santiago

Lisbon
Madrid

Brighton
London Amsterdam

Budapest

Barcelona

Dubai

Shanghai

Kuala Lumpur

Auckland

Melbourne

 

Teladoc Health is the global virtual care leader.  

 

LEARN MORE 
teladochealth.com | engage@teladoc.com

INTEGRATED CLINICAL SERVICES 

TELEHEALTH SERVICES 
 

EXPERT MEDICAL SERVICES 
 

PLATFORM AND PROGRAM SERVICES 
 

 

© 2018 Teladoc, Inc. All rights reserved. 

 

Comprehensive access Clinical expertise Innovative simplicity
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MetLife National Accounts Playbook

We all look for 
ways to increase 
voluntary benefit 
participation. 
There are big wins out there, and this guide will 
help frame a new approach–addressing the 
challenges, mapping a strategy, and providing tools 
that will start the right conversations.

We’ve learned by listening, and we’ve got some 
answers. We know we can provide the clarity and 
support that our customers need to make their 
decisions, so let’s look at how to make it happen.

Contents

1
Our opportunity

2
Diagnose accounts

3
Understanding employee needs

4
Tools and collateral

5
Summary

4

10

22

28

36
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MetLife National Accounts Playbook

Our
opportunity

1  
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MetLife National Accounts Playbook
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We have a significant 
opportunity to 
increase revenue
by influencing employee participation results 

Opportunity Accident Hyatt legalCritical illness P&CHospital Opt life

Current average 
participation %

11.8% 10.2%

$3.0 M $16.5 M

$0.4 M $52.4 M

9.2% 3.4%

$9.1 M $267.5 M

$0.8 M $66.8 M

7.4% 38.5%

$0.9 M $13.9 M

$0.1 M $1.4 M

Revenue increase 
for every 100bps 
increase in 
participation

VNB 
for every 100bps 
increase in 
participation

NA block of business

1110
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Diagnose
accounts

2

11
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Enrollment method A&H / Legal: 

P&C: 

Life: 

A&H / Legal: 

P&C: 

Life: 

A&H / Legal: 

P&C:  

Life: 

A&H / Legal: Off-ballot

Direct Bill and  
Non-communicating

Excl from EnrollSmart 
Pipeline for loss ratio

On-ballot or Exchange

Payroll Deduct or 
Communicating 

EnrollSmart Pipeline

Legal: Enrollment Firm

Payroll Deduct or 
Communicating 

EnrollSmart pipeline  
& > average part %

Employee communications Weight assigned based on  
data available

Weight assigned based on  
data available

Weight assigned based on  
data available

Participation  
by industry 

Weight assigned based on comparison 
to average

Weight assigned based on comparison 
to average

Weight assigned based on comparison 
to average

Employer engagement VCS insight as last data entry

Please reach-out to VCS team to identify your employer account status
Guidance only: AE’s knowledge of their client’s should be used to refine how archetypes are assigned

VCS insight as last data entry VCS insight as last data entry

Basic Enhanced Optimal
Criteria

Employer type

Employers are being 
categorized into three 
key types
based on the following criteria 

1716
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Type 1:
Basic conditions

Objective Educate employer to understand the need and 
value of creating an engaging benefits enrollment 
experience

Key questions to consider Macro environment 

Why is performance so weak, are there 
barriers we should be aware of?   

Is this a profitable account with the low 
engagement? 

What are the key opportunities we believe 
exist, how do we prioritize them? 

Are there upcoming macro-initiatives that we 
should be aware of? 

Are there pricing concerns from  
core products?

Strategy Identify and overcome key barriers which 
are preventing employers from creating 
more engaging enrollment conditions 

Potential actions 1.  Reassess the customer relationship 

2.  Go back to the basics to explain and   
 drive higher enrollment 

3.  Use this playbook to deliver the ‘Basic’  
 tools and collateral

Employer type

Customer engagement 

Are they a legacy customer?

When was the last customer engagement  
by MetLife?  

What types of conversations have we had? 
 
Is there anything that we need to be aware  
of from an HR/broker perspective?

Current enrollment experience 

How have we discussed enrollment 
conditions in the past? If so, how recently 
and how did the customer react?  

What insight do we have into their 
enrollment experience, i.e. platforms/
vendors utilized?

BasicRecommendations

2524
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We conducted 
research across 
four key employer 
accounts to 
identify key 
unmet needs
We collaborated with both employers  
and employees 

After in-depth discussions with Client Service 
teams, HR decision makers and Employee focus 
groups, we identified several trends which area 
applicable across all National Accounts 

Key considerations  

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, vitae diam at 
nostra consequat ultricies, ante at parturient 
tincidunolutp integer incept.  
 
Nunc et vel nullam curabitur, a erat id amet 
duis aliquet volutp integer inceptos a, phasellu 
at, wisi ullamcorper sed namnc et vel nullamo.

Key considerations  
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, vitae diam at 
nostra consequat a iaculis pellentesque 
pellentesqu ultricies, ante at parturient 
tincidunolutp integer incept.  
 
Nerat id amet duis aliquet volutp integer 
inceptos phasellu atwisi ullamcorpero.

Key considerations  
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, vitae diam at ante 
at parturient tincidunolutp integer incept with.  
 
Nunc et vel nullam curabitur, a erat id amet 
duis aliquet volutp integer inceptos a, phasellu 
at wisi ullamcorper sed namnc et vel nullamo.

                          Key considerations  

Mauris bibendum in, tortor id accumsan in 
neque non, lorem interdum cras. Aut vehicula 
pellentesque eleifend, felis ipsum sapien proin 
vel a, deserunt scelerisque consectetuer 
posuere nunc, laorepellentesqu ultricies, anet 
bibe id amet duis aliquet volutp ndu

Daimler

Schneider

Viacom

Georgetown
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“ I know there are things I’m not   

 participating in, but I won’t bother   

 hunting for that information on   

 the convoluted website” 

 – Schneider

“ I didn’t look into this benefit   

 because it was the last day of   

 enrollment and I didn’t want to  

 put in time to learn more” 

– Schneider

“ I have no idea who to call with  

 benefits questions. It would be  

 nice to be reminded when  

 enrollment is coming up” 

– Schneider

“ I don’t have a lot of time to find  

 out about benefits options, so  

 I will just re-enroll in the    

 same choices as last year” 

– Schneider

“ The benefits website is confusing  

 – there is too much noise. I have a hard 

 time finding the link I need to go to” 

– Viacom

“ I want someone to tell me exactly  

 what to do based on my situation” 

 – Viacom

“ Any awareness and enrollment […] is  

 likely due to the MetLife onsite rep;  

 we would love MetLife to visit our sites  

 more often” 

– Viacom

“ I know these benefits are available,   

 but I don’t think it’s worth the   

 money to  pay for the potential   

 something might happen in   

 the far-future” 

– Viacom

Focus/Prioritization 
Simplify the hunt for benefits information
and draw attention to what’s most important.

Simplification/Progression 
Make voluntary benefits easily digestible 
for overwhelmed and time-crunched employees.

Assisted Purchase 
Make sure employees get the right support 
from the right person at the right time.

Personalization  
Tell better stories to employers and employees 
about the benefits of enrollment and participation.

The barrier The recommendation

Can’t 
navigate the
information 
explosion

Don’t have 
the time 
or energy 
to dig in

Don’t know 
who to turn 
to with 
questions

Don’t know 
it, (assume) 
don’t need it

Four common 
employee needs 
emerged consistently,
we identified recommendations for each

2928
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Tools and 
collateral
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Can’t navigate the  
information explosion

A&H product overview/flyer
A&H FAQs
Simplified product messaging
EnrollSmart for Life Campaign 

Accident & Health Campaign

Legal Services Campaign

EnrollSmart for Life Campaign 
Accident & Health Campaign
Legal Services Campaign
A&H product overview/flyer
A&H FAQs

EnrollSmart for Life Campaign 
Accident & Health Campaign
Legal Services Campaign
A&H product overview/flyer
A&H FAQs

Top materials   |  Additional materials

Don’t have the time  
or energy to dig in

Benefits Cheat Sheet
Life and Disability Calculators
Critical Illness infographic
Auto & Home infographic

Life and Disability Calculators
Critical Illness infographic
Auto & Home infographic
Benefits Cheat Sheet

Life and Disability Calculators
Critical Illness infographic
Auto & Home infographic
Benefits Cheat Sheet

Don’t know who to turn  
 to with questions

Onsite Group Meetings
Call Center Training
Offering MetLife Call Center for Benefits
Enrollment firm overview

One-on-One Communication & Enrollment  

Support

Enrollment firm overview
Call Center Training
Onsite Group Meetings

One-on-One Communication & Enrollment  

Support

Onsite Group Meetings
Call Center Training
Enrollment firm overview

One-on-One Communication & Enrollment 

Support

Don’t know it, (assume)  
don’t need it

Employer Survey
Life insurance with personalized calculator

Life events – new hire letter

Testimonials 

Additional diagnostic questions

Employer Survey
Life insurance with personalized calculator
Life events – new hire letter

Testimonials 

Additional diagnostic questions

Life events – new hire letter
Life insurance with personalized calculator
Testimonials 

Our materials/tools 
help our teams 
deliver on the key employee needs across  
each employer type

Basic Enhanced OptimalEmployee need

Employer type

3534
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Topline summary 
to ensure this 
Playbook is leveraged 
effectively to improve 
employee benefits 
engagement 

Ensure employers understand the importance  
of employee benefit engagement and our 
internal financial value creation opportunity

Identify employer diagnosis and which 
archetype they fall in. Ask the right questions 
to uncover the challenges and opportunities

Help employers target four key unmet 
employee needs to drive higher employee 
engagement 

Leverage essential tools, campaigns, and 
collateral to educate and engage employees  
in their benefits 

Measure and assess engagement and 
participation 

Develop the right solutions that will 
appropriately meet employee’s needs

MetLife Driving employee benefit playbook  •  While working at Prophet, NY



Our brand elements
Overview

Our visual system is simple yet bold. We  
use the concept of “moving forward” and 
“staying curious” to ensure any story or idea 
we want to tell can be told in a compelling 
and intuitive way without ever overwhelming 
or confusing the audience. In this section we 
will breakdown each of the elements so  
we can see where they came from, their 
meanings, how to use them and a quick  
overview of what not to do.

Learning
Development
Curiosity

Our brand elements
Visual identi�er,  
clear space and
minimum size

Clear space is the area surrounding the
visual identi�er that must be kept free of  
text and graphics, and away from the edge
of the page. The impact and legibility of
the visual identi�er will be diminished if it is
placed too close to graphics or type. To
the right is the rule for establishing the
minimum required clear space to ensure
the prominence and clarity of the Workforce  
of the Future visual identi�er.

Minimum size refers to the smallest
acceptable size that has been established
to ensure legibility of the visual identi�er.
The minimum size for the Workforce of 
the Future visual identi�er is 1 inches wide 
for print or 72 pixels wide for digital.

Minimum size

Minimum for print and digital: 
1 in / 72 px

Clear space: lockup

Minimum size

Minimum for print and digital: 
1 in / 72 px

Workforce of the Future Quick Start Guide 7

Clear space: wordmark

Workforce of the Future Quick Start Guide 1

Brand quick 
start guide
Version 1.0

Workforce of the Future Quick Start Guide 1

Brand quick 
start guide
Version 1.0

Workforce of the Future Quick Start Guide 10

Our brand elements
Typography

MetLife Circular Light
MetLife Circular Normal 
MetLife Circular Medium
MetLife Circular Bold
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMm 
NnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
1234567890!@#$%&*

MetLife CircularMetLife Circular is a friendly sans serif 
withunmistakable character yet universal  
appeal. We use MetLife Circular, as part  
of the Workforce of the Future branding,  
speci§cally the Light, Normal, Medium,  
and Bold weights. MetLife Circular is used  
in both headline and body copy.

To see our typeface in action, refer to the 
branded application examples starting on 
page 15.

Workforce of the Future Quick Start Guide 11

Our brand elements
Photography

The photography style for the Workforce 
of the Future program is derived from the 
MetLife photography principles. Our photo-
graphic style focuses on our people, ensuring 
they are both smart and sophisticated, and
relatable and genuine. The tone is optimistic
with bright, natural lighting, even exposures, 
and temperate saturation of full-color  
photography. The poses should be natural, 
showing our people’s personalities either 
looking at the camera or not.

The criteria for our photography is:

- Never staged and stock-like

- Always genuine, personal, expressive

-  Full-color, temperate saturation, naturally  
cooler palette 

- Bright, natural lighting; even exposure

- Simple forms, low detail, not busy

- Ample white space

-  Standard-to-slightly narrow �eld of view;  
not too tight (to allow cropping)

-  Shallow-to-standard depth of �eld to  
achieve out-of-focus planes

-  Both natural points of view and unexpected,  
yet controlled angles  

Please note that the photography throughout  
this guide is for illustrative purposes only.  
Before using the photography, usage rights  
must be obtained.

GettyImages-863571860

GettyImages-578161141

GettyImages-670591110

GettyImages-609179183

GettyImages-769733213

GettyImages-961310156

GettyImages-691047309

GettyImages-610068101

GettyImages-764777557

Workforce of the Future Quick Start Guide 9

Our brand elements
Color palette

The color palette for the Workforce of the 
Future program is derived from the MetLife 
brand. Our primary color palette is comprised 
of MetLife Green, Blue, and Dark Blue.  
MetLife Blue and Green are our core colors 
and the “stars” of our palette. It’s a powerful  
signal of the MetLife brand and should be 
present in every communication.

We use our secondary colors for accents (in 
arrows, icons) and to create visual distinction, 
hierarchy, and di�erentiation when necessary.

Secondary color palette

Primary color palette

MetLife Blue

Pantone 2193 C
CMYK 89 18 0 0
RGB 0 144 218
HEX #0090DA

MetLife Green

Pantone 2300 C
CMYK 0 40 90 0
RGB 164 206 78
HEX #A4CE4E

MetLife Dark Blue

Pantone 2384 C
CMYK 99 48 1 14
RGB 0 97 160
HEX #0061A0

MetLife Teal

Pantone 2399C
CMYK 90 0 43 0
RGB 0 172 160
HEX #00ACA0

MetLife Purple

Pantone 267C
CMYK 82 97 0 0
RGB 95 37 159
HEX #5F259F

MetLife Yellow

Pantone 7548
CMYK 0 12 98 0
RGB 255 198 0
HEX #FFC600

Black

CMYK 0 0 0 100
RGB 0 0 0 0
HEX #00000

MetLife Dark Gray

Pantone Cool Gray 9
CMYK 30 22 17 57
RGB 117 120 123
HEX #75787B

MetLife Medium Gray

Pantone Cool Gray 6
CMYK 16 11 11 27
RGB 167 168 170
HEX #A7A8AA

MetLife Gray

Pantone Cool Gray 2
CMYK 5 3 5 11
RGB 217 217 214
HEX #D9D9D6

Workforce of the Future Quick Start Guide 16

Our applications 
Brochure cover and spread

Workforce of the Future Quick Start Guide 17

Our applications 
Brochure cover and spread

Workforce of the Future Quick Start Guide 12

Our brand elements
Graphic elements

Our graphic elements are a clear and  
immediate interpretation of our aim of  
moving forward. They comprise of an  
individual bold arrow and a group of  
arrows used as metaphorical illustrations.

The arrows are our primary graphic and  
can be used in various ways by highlighting 
messaging or integrated with photography.
The following pages demonstrate how the 
arrows can be used.

Workforce of the Future Quick Start Guide 1

Brand quick 
start guide
Version 1.0

MetLife Workforce of the Future brand guidelines  •  While working at Prophet, NY
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MetLife’s 16th Annual U.S. Employee Benefit Trends Study

9

Chapter 2 
Bridging the gap

With a more empowered employee comes 
increased confusion – on both sides. 
Employers and employees struggle to 
shape a work experience that benefits them 
both, and few have found lasting success. 
Employees and employers are misaligned 
in their perceptions of what makes a great 
work experience; as a result, investments 
aren’t seeing returns, and turnover remains 
high. Employees crave experiences that feel 
more human and engaging and that enrich 
their lives as a whole. 

Employees today need experiences 
that will develop their professional skills, 
challenge them personally, connect them 
to something bigger and provide an 
enriching work and life reality. But there’s 
a gap between what employees need and 
what they’re getting. To bridge the gap, 
employers and HR decision makers need 
to connect more deeply with employees. In 
doing so, employers can proactively create 
enriching experiences that honor employees 
as whole people. 

Employees crave 
experiences that feel 
more human and 
engaging and that 
enrich their lives  
as a whole. 

1312
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I can achieve my 
professional  
goals at my current 
company 

Employees can 
achieve their 
professional goals 
at our company 

65% 73%

Chapter 2 – Part 2

Enrichment in 
the workplace is 
inseparable from 
enrichment in  
the rest of life   

13

Employees are more 
committed to companies 
that simultaneously 
enable enrichment in 
both work and life

Employees can use more guidance in achieving their professional goals

1514
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Satisfied

Loyal

87%

87%
77% Engaged

Most employees 
feel dedicated to 
organizations that 
help them balance 
work and life

of employers say: 

“Providing employees with    
 benefits designed to better   
 balance their work and  
 personal lives” is an important  
 benefits strategy

58%

15

When organizations 
enable employees to 
find enrichment at 
work and in life, most 
employees are more 
dedicated and engaged.  

Chapter 2 – Conclusion

While the difference between 
many perceptions may not be 
staggering, the implications for 
the misalignment are serious. 
Employees who feel less 
confident that they have the 
skills they need to succeed or 
the ability to fuse work and life, 
and feel that their best interest 
isn’t a top priority, will be driven 
to seek a workplace that better 
suits their needs. Employers 
need to take these perception 
gaps seriously or stand to lose 
the talent they so urgently need.

For more insights, visit metlife.com/ebts2018
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Chapter 3 – Part 1

Build moments 
for personal and 
professional 
recognition
Employees spend almost half their waking 
hours at work. Even if it’s a career they 
love, that’s a lot of time. Throughout all 
those hours, it takes significant mental 
and emotional energy to stay productive, 
motivated and engaged—and that 
energy needs to be restored. Moments 
of recognition – on a birthday or work 
anniversary, for example – can go a long 
way to keep employees going strong.  

There’s an opportunity  
to help employees feel 
more appreciated across 
the workforce

There’s also an 
opportunity to enable 
more employees to  
feel empowered

Employees don’t always 
feel recognized as whole 
people and appreciated  
for their personal traits

And they are less likely 
to feel that both personal 
and professional growth 
are valued

of employees agree that  
the majority of time at work,  
they feel appreciated

of employees agree that  
the majority of time at work,  
I feel empowered 

My employer encourages  
me to be myself 

I can achieve both my 
professional and personal goals 
at my current company 

60%

58%

66%

63%

18
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Chapter 3 – Part 2

Creating intentional moments that display  
trust builds trust.  

Yet, trust is multifaceted and doesn’t simply  
refer to the integrity of an individual at the top.

Most employees today trust 
their employers. However, 
more than 1/3 of employees
are still lacking trust and 
confidence in the people 
that lead their organizations.

Create moments 
that build trust

Employees want to trust 
the people leading the 
organization

Trust is also about feeling 
valued in an organization 

Additionally, trust equates 
to loyalty

66%

65%

61%

I trust my company’s 
leadership 

I feel valued and significant 
to my company 

I believe that my employer 
is loyal to me 

Employees want  
to know that their 
employer will act 
ethically

I trust my 
employer to do 
the right thing

67 %

20
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Chapter 3 – Part 3  

Foster moments  
of work-life  
enrichment
A proper separation between work and life has 
been dying for years. Employees don’t seek 
a simple balance of work and life but, rather, 
enriching experience across both—an integration 
that allows for fluidity at work, home and 
everywhere in between. This enriched experience 
can help in some of the most human moments we 
know: child care, bereavement or elder care. 

However, there’s work to be done in aligning 
employees and employers on their attitudes about 
an enriching work and life. 

My work and 
personal life  
are blending 
together well 

My employer makes 
it possible for me to 
balance my work  
and personal life 

For many employees, the right work-life 
interaction is key to their success 

What do you feel like you need to successfully 
navigate and thrive in the workplace today?

The right fusion of 
work and life creates 
better employees 

Employers have the power to 
help employees better fuse 
work and life 

Having work/life 
balance makes me 
more productive  
at work 

Having work/life 
balance makes me  
a more engaged  
work colleague 60%

71%

81 % 79 %

Balance 
between work 
and life 

2nd behind “hard work”

22
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52%

For more insights visit, metlife.com/ebts2018
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Making the 
MetLife Brand
Clearly Human

1.2  MetLife Visual Identity Guidelines
Issue 1: December 2016

Introduction

Our Background Our business is changing, so our brand 
needs to evolve, too — to represent 
who we are today and where we’re 
going tomorrow.  

Noble Purpose
Why we all go to work every day

Brand Promise  
What unique value we bring to customers

Brand Dierentiator 
How we do what we do

Personality Traits  
The way we communicate

Trusted partner to help navigate my changing world

Specific in-market solutions

Deep understanding of customer needs

Empathetic     Insightful     Forward-Thinking     Simple

MetLife Visual Identity Guidelines
Issue 1: December 2016
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Creative Philosophy

After extensive research on what our customers want and need from a 
	nancial partner, we have arrived at a new, robust brand strategy. As  
part of this strategy, we de	ned a refreshed personality for our brand  
to embody. Those personality attributes led us to our design  
philosophy: Clearly Human.  

Clearly human
Our brand appears modern, relevant, and engaging.  
Our communications create clarity, transparency, 
and comprehension. 

All of our touchpoints are designed from a human perspective. 

Our communications are based on understanding our 
customers’ behaviors.

Empathetic
Insightful
Forward-Thinking
Simple

Our Personality Attributes

Our Creative Philosophy

At every touchpoint, we must ensure that we are creating clarity and 
comprehension regarding our products and services while also appearing 
contemporary and engaging. Our design and our experiences must be 
created from a human perspective, with empathy for what our customers 
want to learn or accomplish through any interaction with MetLife.
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Creative Philosophy

Bringing all elements of the design system together in the right  
balance creates a consistent expression of our brand across a  
range of varying applications.  
 
Whether for print, digital, video, or brand experiences, we must express  
our brand personality and use our design essentials throughout  
every touchpoint.

Our Design Elements in Application

Business Cards

Video

Brochure Cover App

Brochure Covers

Website

NAME LASTNAME
Business Title Goes Here
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Creative Philosophy

Our Design Elements in Application

Bus Stop Billboard Web Banner BrochureWeb Banner

Brochure Spread

Newsprint Insert Anniversary Book Web Banner

Poster

Coverage you can count  
on for your vehicle Get a quote  

Get a quote  

Navigating 
life together
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Creative Philosophy

Designer Checklist

1 
Are you using 
the correct 
logo? 

Use the color version of the MetLife logo 
whenever possible. Use transparent or 
grayscale versions only when the application 
does not permit the full-color version.  
All other logo versions require approval from 
the MetLife brand team.  
 

2 
Are you using 
the MetLife  
fonts? 

In customer-facing communications, use 
the MetLife fonts (Utopia and Circular) 
whenever possible. In digital media or 
for internal communications (such as 
PowerPoint® or MS Word®), it is permissible 
to use Georgia as a replacement for Utopia 
and Arial as a replacement for Circular.

3 
Are you using 
our brand 
color palette? 

The core MetLife colors —blue, green, and 
white— should be the dominant colors on all 
communications. Use the secondary palette 
on a limited basis for data visualization or to 
aid navigation. 

4 
Are you correctly 
applying the 
design elements?
Always use the correct elements of the  
MetLife design language: our photographic style, 
iconography, colors, and fonts. 

Utopia Bold
Circular Bold
Circular Medium
Circular Normal
Circular Light

Flexible solutions
for real life

Product Name

Flexible 
solutions for 
real life

Product Name

MetLife Visual Identity Guidelines
Issue 1: December 2016

Logo

3. Logo
3.1 Primary Logo

3.2 Logo Reproduction Versions
 
3.3 Logo Exception on Social Media

3.4 Our Tagline

3.5 Logo With Tagline (Horizontal and Vertical Lockup)

3.6 Dual Language Logos and Taglines

3.7  Clear Space & Minimum Size

3.8 Logo Misuse
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Logo

Primary Logo

Partnership “M” Symbol Wordmark

MetLife Logo
Our symbol and our wordmark always appear together to form our logo.

Reflecting our role as our customers' trusted partner, our new symbol 
comprises two simple shapes that come together to create an “M.”  
The blue color reflects our brand heritage, while the vibrant  
green–new to our color palette–represents growth and vitality.  
Our symbol and our wordmark always appear together  
to form our logo.

Whenever possible, always reproduce our logo in full color  
on a white background.

For master artwork, see appendix.
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Color

Coated and Uncoated Stock 
MetLife Blue 
(or PANTONE©  2193)
C:89 M:18 Y:0 K:0

On-screen 
R:0 G:144 B:218 
HEX: #0090DA

Coated and Uncoated Stock 
MetLife Berry
(or PANTONE 2040)
C:0 M:96 Y:43 K:0

On-screen  
R:219 G:10 B:91 
HEX: #DB0A5B

Coated and Uncoated Stock 
MetLife Teal
(or PANTONE 2399)
C:90 M:0 Y:43 K:0 

On-screen 
R:0 G:172 B:160 
HEX: #00ACA0 

Coated and Uncoated Stock  
MetLife Gray
(or PANTONE Cool Gray 2)
C:5 M:3 Y:5 K:11

On-screen  
R:217 G:217 B:214 
HEX: #D9D9D6

Coated and Uncoated Stock 
MetLife Dark Blue
(or PANTONE 2384) 
C:99 M:48 Y:1 K:14

On-screen 
R:0 G:97 B:160 
HEX: #0061A0

Coated and Uncoated Stock 
MetLife Purple
(or PANTONE 267)
C:82 M:97 Y:0 K:0

On-screen 
R:95 G:37 B:159 
HEX: #5F259F

Coated and Uncoated Stock 
MetLife Dark Gray
(or PANTONE Cool Gray 9)
C:30 M:22 Y:17 K:57

On-screen  
R:117 G:120 B:123 
HEX: #75787B

Coated and Uncoated Stock  
MetLife Light Gray
(or PANTONE Cool Gray 1)
C:4 M:2 Y:4 K:8

On-screen  
R:242 G:242 B:242 
HEX: #F2F2F2

Coated and Uncoated Stock 
MetLife Green
(or PANTONE  2300) 
C:40 M:0 Y:89 K:0

On-screen 
R:164 G:206 B:78  
HEX: #A4CE4E 

Coated and Uncoated Stock  
MetLife Yellow
(or PANTONE 7548)
C:0 M:12 Y:98 K:0

On-screen 
R:255 G:198 B:0 
HEX: #FFC600 

Coated and Uncoated Stock 
MetLife Medium Gray
(or PANTONE Cool Gray 6)
C:16 M:11 Y:11 K:27

On-screen  
R:167 G:168 B:170 
HEX: #A7A8AA 

Primary

High Prominence Low Prominence

Neutrals Secondary

The colors shown on this page and throughout these guidelines have been evaluated by Pantone, Inc., for 
accuracy and may not match the PANTONE Color Standards. Consult current PANTONE publications for 
accurate color. PANTONE© is the property of Pantone, Inc.

The way we use color is important. Blue and Green are our primary  
brand colors and should be dominant in our communications. Our primary 
colors should be used together, in equal amounts, with plenty of white 
space to add modernity and freshness. Typography is primary black.

Our neutrals are used more sparingly than our primary colors. Neutrals 
are used to support our primary colors and when tonal colors are necessary.

Our vibrant secondary palette brings energy to our visual system but 
plays a small role. Our secondary colors should be used sparingly to 
accent our primary palette.

Color Palette Speci�cations
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Typography

Primary Typefaces:
In Application

We strongly recommend that vendors, business units, or individuals who 
regularly create professional communications on our behalf acquire the 
proper typefaces from the proper source. See appendix for details.

For Headlines

For All Other Uses

Utopia Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789?$%#@*

Circular Bold

Circular Medium

Circular Normal
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789?$%#@*

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789?$%#@*

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789?$%#@*

Circular Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
0123456789?$%#@*

MetLife primary typefaces for the majority of our communications are Utopia and 
Circular. Utopia and Circular both have an extended font family. Our recommendation is 
to use Utopia Bold for headlines and Circular Bold, Medium, Normal, and Light for body 
copy or information graphics. Upper/lowercase is preferred over all-capitals. 

Every effort should be made to maintain brand consistency across all customer 
touchpoints by using the preferred typefaces and font weights. 

NAME LASTNAME
Business Title Goes Here
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Filmstrip & Grid

3:1 ratio max

Filmstrip Elements

Filmstrip Scalable Proportions

1:1 ratio min

75%
35%of width
of width

of width
of width10% 5%

Filmstrip Elements

Panels
A filmstrip has one large and one 
small panel. The panels may contain 
imagery or fields of our primary 
colors; panels with color may also 
include headlines.

Color Bars
A filmstrip may have one, two, or 
no color bars. The color bars can be 
placed where the two panels meet 
or on either end of the filmstrip,  
but never on both ends. Only  
our primary colors are used for 
color bars.

Image Overlap 
You have the option of overlapping 
two images where they meet 
and multiplying them to create a 
layered effect if the layers work 
well together. The overlap takes 
the place of a color bar and is never 
layered underneath one. 

Filmstrip Proportions
There are two ways to build a 
filmstrip: using a grid for printed 
materials, and using scalable 
proportions for digital media and 
exceptional print materials. Use the 
proportions at right and scale to the 
width of the touchpoint that you 
are creating. The longest filmstrip 
can be approximately 3:1 in ratio; 
the shortest, 1:1 in ratio. It’s ideal 
to stay within these proportions; 
but in certain cases where the 
percentages do not work, please 
reinterpret the breakdown to  
reflect this principle. 

Keeping  your
life in focus

Keeping  your
life in focus

Image 
Overlap

Small 
Panel

Large 
Panel

Opaque 
Color Bar

Large Panel Multiplied Color Bar
or Image Overlap

Small Panel Color
Bar

Multipled
Color Bar

Color Field Color FieldColor BarMessaging
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Filmstrip & Grid

Gutter: 0.2in

Margin: 0.5in

Gutter: 0.13in

Margin: 0.3in

Gutter: 0.2in

Margin: 0.5in

Gutter: 0.2in
(same as portrait style)

Margin: 0.5in
(same as portrait style)

Margin 0.3in 0.5in

Columns 6 12

6in width >11in width

Gutter 0.13in 0.2in

Narrow Format Landscape Format

0.5in

9

>6in width,  11in width

0.2in

Portrait and Square Format Building a Filmstrip: With Grids 

Grid Types: An Introduction
To provide consistency across  
formats, there are three different  
grid types:  
 
- Narrow 
- Portrait and Square 
- Landscape

Please use these grids as guidance 
when creating printed materials.

When designing for large  
poster sizes, please use these  
grid proportions and scale  
up proportionally. 
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Filmstrip & Grid

Product Name

Let’s get ready  
for anything
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, id namln 
doctus inermis mediocrem. Ac lumsata rene
errentur his at, quidam molestie templen 
deserunt pri an.

Product Name

Let’s get ready  
for anything
Check out MetLife � ood insurance.

Check out MetLife � ood 
insurance today.

Let’s get 
ready  for 
anything

Product Name

Filmstrip and Grid Options
in Application

Narrow Format Portrait Format

Portrait Format with Front and Back Cover

Landscape Format

Non-bleed Portrait FormatSquare Format

Keeping your
life in focus

Product Name

Navigating life together

Keeping your
life in focus

Product Name

Navigating life together

Product Name

Investment
strategies &
solutions
Nullam quis nisl a nulla euismod tris tinp.
Etiam eget tellus eu nibh eleifend phan retralm. 
Donec bus rhoncus magna.

Flexible solutions
for real life

Product Name

Flexible solutions
for real life

Product Name

Flexible 
solutions for 
real life

Product Name

Keeping your
life in focus

Product Name

Keeping your
life in focus

Investment
strategies &
solutions
Nullam quis nisl a nulla euismod tris tinp.
Etiam eget tellus eu nibh eleifend phan retralm. 
Donec bus rhoncus magna.

Metlife
options for
your bene� t
Enroll in your 2017 health & welfare bene  ts
on MyHR November 7-18

For Associates on Short Term and Long term 
Disability and Leave of Absence

Your Enrollment Guide
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Appendix

Reverse Special (or Spot) Color – Coated and Uncoated Stock  
(For Graphic Designers)
Reverse Four-Color Process (CMYK) – Coated and Uncoated Stock  
(For Graphic Designers)
Reverse RGB EPS  (For On-Screen Developers)
Reverse RGB PNG (Transparent Background)

Reverse Special (or Spot) Color – Coated and Uncoated Stock   
(For Graphic Designers)
Reverse Four-Color Process (CMYK) – Coated and Uncoated Stock   
 (For Graphic Designers)
Reverse RGB EPS  (For On-Screen Developers)
Reverse RGB PNG (Transparent Background)

Grayscale (For Graphic Designers)
Grayscale JPG (Solid Background)
Grayscale PNG (Transparent Background)

Grayscale (For Graphic Designers)
Grayscale JPG (Solid Background)
Grayscale PNG (Transparent Background)

Transparent (For Graphic Designers)
Transparent PNG (Transparent Background)

Transparent (For Graphic Designers)
Transparent PNG (Transparent Background)

Special (or Spot) Color – Coated and Uncoated (For Graphic Designers)
Four-Color Process (CMYK) – Coated and Uncoated Stock Stock  
(For Graphic Designers)
RGB EPS (For On-Screen Developers)
RGB PNG (Transparent Background)
RGB JPG (Solid Background)

Four-Color Process (CMYK) (For Graphic Designers)
RGB EPS (For On-Screen Developers)
RGB JPG (Solid Background)
RGB PNG (Transparent Background)

Reverse Four-Color Process (CMYK) (For Graphic Designers)
Reverse RGB EPS (For On-Screen Developers)
Reverse RGB PNG (Transparent Background)

metlife_eng_tagline_cmyk.eps
metlife_eng_tagline_rgb.eps
metlife_eng_tagline_rgb.jpg
metlife_eng_tagline_rgb.png

metlife_eng_tagline-rev_cmyk.eps
metlife_eng_tagline-rev_rgb.eps
metlife_eng_tagline-rev_rgb.png

Special (or Spot) Color – Coated and Uncoated Stock (For Graphic Designers)
Four-Color Process (CMYK) – Coated and Uncoated Stock  
(For Graphic Designers)
RGB EPS (For On-Screen Developers)
RGB PNG (Transparent Background)
RGB JPG (Solid Background)

metlife_eng_logo-rev_pantone.eps 

metlife_eng_logo-rev_cmyk.eps 

metlife_eng_logo-rev_rgb.eps 
metlife_eng_logo-rev_rgb.png

metlife_eng_logotagline-rev_pantone.eps 

metlife_eng_logotagline-rev_cmyk.eps 

metlife_eng_logotagline-rev_rgb.eps 
metlife_eng_logotagline-rev_rgb.png

metlife_eng_logo_grayscale.eps
metlife_eng_logo_grayscale.jpg
metlife_eng_logo_grayscale.png

metlife_eng_logotagline_grayscale.eps
metlife_eng_logotagline_grayscale.jpg
metlife_eng_logotagline_grayscale.png

metlife_eng_logo-rev_transparent.ai
metlife_eng_logo-rev_transparent.png

metlife_eng_logotagline-rev_transparent.ai
metlife_eng_logotagline-rev_transparent.png

metlife_eng_logo_pantone.eps
metlife_eng_logo_cmyk.eps

metlife_eng_logo_rgb.eps
metlife_eng_logo_rgb.png 
metlife_eng_logo_rgb.jpg

metlife_eng_logotagline_pantone.eps
metlife_eng_logotagline_cmyk.eps

metlife_eng_logotagline_rgb.eps
metlife_eng_logotagline_rgb.png 
metlife_eng_logotagline_rgb.jpg

English Logo

English Tagline English Tagline

English Logo  
With Tagline 

Description

Description Description

DescriptionFile Name

File Name File Name

File Name

Master Artwork 
Always use master artwork for reproduction of the MetLife logo.

File Format
Master artwork is in vector format (Adobe Illustrator EPS or as native �le), 
which may be scaled up or down to a desired size without compromising 
image quality. 

For PPT presentations, use JPG or PNG formats. 
 
For on-screen touchpoints, use EPS format.

Contact
Please contact your Marketing Department or email  
xxxxxxxxx@metlife.com for master artwork �les of the MetLife logos.

2. Language 

eng English
jpn Japan
tc Traditional  
 Chinese
sc Simpli�ed  
 Chinese
ko Korean
ar Arabic

4. Color Space

grayscale 
cmyk 
rgb 
pantone

3. File Descriptor

logo
logotagline
tagline
logo-rev reversed logo

5. Format

.eps  Vector 

.png  Raster

.jpg   Raster

Metlife_eng_logo_cmyk.eps
1. Brand 

MetLife

1 2 3 4 5

File Naming
Our master artwork �les use a simple naming system. Using the chart on these pages, select the 
appropriate master artwork �le for each individual logo application.

Color Options 

EPS and AI Files for Graphic Designers
- Special (or spot) color for coated and uncoated stock
- Four-color process (CMYK) for coated and uncoated stock

JPG Files with Solid Backgrounds
- RGB and grayscale JPGs

PNG Files with Transparent Backgrounds
- RGB PNGs
- Grayscale PNGs
- Transparent PNGs

RGB EPS Files for On-Screen Developers 
- RGB EPS

For detailed brand color speci�cations, please refer to page 4.2.

Master Artwork:  
English Logo, English Logo With Tagline, and English Tagline
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8.5 × 11 in. Brochure Cover | Non-Bleed

Product Name

Investment 
strategies &
solutions
Nullam quis nisl a nulla euismod tris tinp 
Etiam eget tellus eu nibh eleifend phan 
retralm Donec bus rhoncus magna.

Headline and subheadline may 
extend up to half of the last 
column on the color field

0.26”
0.117”

Product Name 
Circular Bold
13pt
Optical Kerning
MetLife Medium Gray

Headline
Utopia Bold
54pt/54pt
Optical Kerning
White

Subheadline
Circular Book
14pt/16.5pt
Optical Kerning
White

1.1”

5.5”

0.5”

0.5”

0.5”

0.5”

0.2” 1.72”1.86”

8.5 × 11 in. Brochure Cover

Exhibits shown at 60%

MetLife
options for
your bene�t
Enroll in your 2017 health & welfare bene�ts
on MyHR November 7-18
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GE Healthcare Learn more at gehealthcare.com/there

take care
there

See where your 
hospital is bleeding.
Command Center from GE Healthcare provides 
administrators with a 30,000-foot, real-time view of 
your entire operation, helping them better manage all 
available information systems and processes. And that 
allows you to optimize workflows, increase productivity 
and better manage costs. All of which leads to a 
healthier hospital.

GE Healthcare Learn more at gehealthcare.com/there

take care
there

It's not a unit, floor or 
department. But it's precisely 
where care is going.
It’s a place your hospital can get to with GE Healthcare 
technology, software and expertise designed to 
empower every care provider in of your facility and 
enable you to provide the best patient care possible.

Learn more at gehealthcare.com/thereGE Healthcare

take care
there

Visit every department 
without leaving your desk. 
Command Center from GE Healthcare keeps hospital 
administrators up-to-the-minute on patient status, OR 
efficiency, bed availability, even staffing status ― simply 
by looking up. Command Center manages all available 
hospital information systems and processes. 

GE Healthcare Take Care there campaign  •  While working at Prophet, NY
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Learn more at gehealthcare.com/there

take care
there

See where your 
hospital is bleeding.
Command Center from GE Healthcare provides administrators with a 
30,000-foot, real-time view of your entire operation, helping them 
better manage all available information systems and processes. 
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Repair Services

Remote console

Remote console

Give you clinicians real-time access 
to your hospital system’s GE 
imaging equipment, allowing them 
to share real-time clinical 
information with their peers, easily 
collaborate on challenging clinical 
cases, and access clinical training 
and user support. 

Time-saving enhancements
Services Enablers provide access to technologies that can help:

• Real-time monitoring and remote repairs help reduce disruptions and system downtime
• Ensure your health care technologies are current to enhance clinical capabilities
• Increase asset optimization and staff productivity
• Save time and money ordering parts or scheduling device or probe repairs

Real-time monitoring

Service enablers

Optimize performance 
and productivity.

LE ARN MORE

WATCH VIDEO

GoldSeal Parts

Repair Operations Center (ROC)
Continuity

Insite

AssurePoint Refresh

Service shop



THE PRODUCTS 
OF THE FUTURE, 
TODAY.
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CHART TITLE STYLE

THE FUTURE 
IS IN THE 
DETAILS.
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ARCONIC

SUBHEADLINE STYLE
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet consectetur adipiscing elito sed do eiusmod 
tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, 
quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in officia deserunt mollit aLorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet consectetur adipiscing elito sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut 

IF WE CAN IMAGINE IT, 
WE CAN MAKE IT.

arconic.com/careers       #careers #arconic

Shaping the future, one product at a time. 

MENU

LEARN MORE

PRIVACY POLICYLOGIN

Copyright © 2016 ARCONIC Inc. 

LEGAL NOTICE CAREERS NEWS CENTER CONTACT US

EVERY CHALLENGE 
CAN BE UNLOCKED WITH 
THE RIGHT PRODUCT. 

ARCONICINNOVATION, ENGINEERED.

SEARCH

Arconic visual ID design intent  •  While working at Landor, NY
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UP NEXT

ORIGINAL SERIES

ACTION

Popular
Shows

Trending
Now

Vodie
Comedy

Vodie
Drama
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FLIP POP-UP

Hi! Yes

Hola Maria
Friends TV Movies Music Watchlist Search

Maria Logout

POP-UP



VODIE  •  Video sequences  •  While working at Interbrand, NY

Beyond seeing
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AT&T London 2012  •  While working at Interbrand, NY



RIO 2016 
Kobe Bryant 

RIO 2016 
Sanya Richards-Ross

PROUD PARTNER PROUD PARTNER

AT&T Rio 2016  •  While working at Interbrand, NY



Allyson Felix

PROUD PARTNER
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Vision 2020
AT&T Officers Conference 2013
Dove Mountain 
November 14-16, 2013  

Vision 2020
AT&T Officers Conference 2013

Dove Mountain 
November 14-16, 2013  

Vision 2020

AT&T Officers conference 2013  •  While working at Interbrand, NY



COLOR PALETTEVISUAL IDENTITY

TYPOGRAPHY

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

White

Black

PANTONE

422 C

PANTONE

382 C

PANTONE

Green C

COLOR APPLICATIONS

INTERSTATE LIGHT

abcdfghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

INTERSTATE REGULAR

abcdfghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

INTERSTATE BOLD

abcdfghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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CELEBRATING SICILY’S RICH CULTURE

9489 West Lane Blvd. 12th Floor | Los Angeles, CA 90034

9489 West Lane Blvd. 12th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90034 CELEBRATING SICILY’S RICH CULTURE

sicilyfestival.com

Michael Roberts 
Festival Director

9489 West Lane Blvd.
12th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90034
T 310 803 2489
F 310 490 8375
m.roberts@sicilyfestival.com

CELEBRATING SICILY’S RICH CULTURE

July 13, 2012

Andrew Sullivan
Company
Address Line 1
Address Line 2
City, State, Zip Code
T 000.000.0000
E andrew@company.oom

Estimado Andrés,

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore 
et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut 
aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse 
cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaeca magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim 
veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis 
aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. 
Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat noneaque ipsa quae ab illo inventore veritatis et quasi architecto 
exercitationem ullam corporis suscipit laboriosam, nisi ut aliquid t cupidatat noneaque ipsa quae ab 
illo inventore veritatis et quasi architecto exercitationem ullam corporis suscipit laboriosam, nisi ut 
aliquid ex ea commodi consequaturuis autem vel eum iure reprehenderit qui in ea voluptate velit 
esse quam nihil molestiae consequatur, vel illum qui dolorem eum fugiat quo voluptas nulla.

Occaeca magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut 
aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse 
cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat noneaque ipsa quae ab illo 
inventore veritatis et quasi architecto et quasi architecto beatae vitae dicta sunt explicabo. Nemo 
enim ipsam voluptatem quia voluptas sit aspernatur aut odit aut fugit, sed quia consequuntur magni 
dolores eos qui ratione voluptatem sequi nesciunt. Neque porro quisquam est, qui dolorem ipsum 
quia dolor sit amet, consectetur, adipisci velit, sed quia non numquam.

Best regards,

Michael Roberts
Festival Producer
Sicily International
Festival of Film, Food & Wine

CELEBRATING SICILY’S 
RICH CULTURE
sicilyfestival.com

Sicily International Festival of Film, Food and Wine visual ID design intent  •  While working at NEO Design Group, NY
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Our underlying earnings  
by geography

  

  

 

  

Stable

98.5 bn

United States
Revenues

6.9bn
+ 8%

7.8bn
+ 8%

United States
Revenues

International
Revenues

United States

   1.1bn/+16%

Europe

  2.3bn/+16%

France

   1.4 bn/+3%

International

   1.3 bn/+20%

Asia

   1.1bn/+7%

Registration document — Annual Report 2019 — Equitable04 05Registration document — Annual Report 2019 — Equitable

Our full year earnings 2019
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COLOR PALETTEVISUAL IDENTITY

TYPOGRAPHY COLOR VARIATIONS

SEAL AND IDENTITY LOCK-UP

COLOR VARIATIONS

PANTONE

Black U

PANTONE

Yellow 012 U

PANTONE

Cool Gray 9 U
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Claudia Sandoval
artplugsdesign@gmail.com
+ 917 841 1422
artplugsdesign.com
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